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Interests
French banking
r?
hold a $50,000,00(1' loan against tne
to
is
Central Pacific, it
necessary
lease the Central pacific to the Union Pacific. We recognize that this
still a conjecture today.
BOUQUETlease must have tries approval of tne
"We are not yet in a position to say
Must Protect Railways.
California railorad commission in orhow much Baker is short," said H.
15. Epes
March
der to be valid and for that reason
N. Morris, the federal bank examiner.
Xogales, Ariz.,
CQUR
A
the opposition oi the California comRandolph, president and general man-ag- r
"In fact ' we are completely .baffled.
of the Southern Pacific of Meximission to the
We don't understand yet
traffic
in detail
co, arrived nere to make formal dewhat his method was. The best esagreement makes It 'impossible tor
FIVE HUNDRED OF THEM GO OUT mand today on General Obregon for ACCUSED GRAFTERS PLEASED AT timate is that the peculation will De PLAN FOR DIVORCE OF
UNION the Union Pacific tj continue witn ILLINOIS INVESTIGATORS TRANS,
the railway lines. The' demand was
the modified plan." ,V
in excess of $160,000, but it Is imTO BATTLE 2,0C0 REBELS
HIS APPOINTMENT TO INTERFER OPERATIONS FROM
;
PACIFIC
state
either
The
denied
oi
more
ignored.
be
to
definte.
Judge Lovett recifed briefly the
possible
IOR DEPARTMENT.
NEAR NOGALES.
CHICAGO.
DISAPPROVED.
troops holding Nogales, Sonora, are
"So far as the federal statutes go,
history of the negotiations between
the attorney general and the railway
allowing no equipment of the American-there is no possibility of prosecuting
line to cross to Arizona.
THEIR
LETTER
TO SAVE AMERICAN TOWN owned
FELLOW
WISE
IS READ criminally the brokers with whom Ba CALIFORNIA KICKED ON IT attorneys in an attempt to devise a A
JfGONG
The number pf killed la the
ker gambled."
plan that would conform to the dissoattack today was estimated as
lution decree.
The bank itself is fully protected
IT STATES THAT "DEFENDANTS
THEY COULD HAVE REMAINED 20. Two died here in the
V0LUNTEER3
HEIDRICK
hospital.
"Alter the plan was presented to "SON"
loss by its contract with an FOR THIS REASON AN ATTEMPT
against
CAN NOW OBTAIN ANY LAND
HAD .
INTRENCHMENTS
!N
REGARDING
INFORMATION
The defeated federals remain here,
,
FORMULTO
this
BE
MADE
WILL
confln-on
court
insurance company. Baker is
Februairy 24," he said,
'
and it is understood are being paid
THEY SO DESIRED.
THEY DESIRE."
GIRLS' FALL.
ed by illness to his home under the
"providing for tne luupe by the CenATE ANOTHER
by Mexican Consul Angel Aguilar by
tral Pacific of the Southern Pacific
watch of a United States marshal.
order oi the war deiartment at MexiShort Line, the attorneys for tne
THEY BIT A WIDE SWATH co City. ,,
IN
IS
PLACED
EVIDENCE
GOVERNMENT IS TO ASSIST Southern Pacific and Union Pacific BLAMES ECOZE AND D1VC1E
OLD CHIEFTAIN DEAD
Max Muller, the German
consul
sought so 'to modify the plan as to
Washington, March 15. Hollowand banker at Hermosilio, is held in IDENTIFIED BY A RELUCTANT horn
meet the approval of the California SAYS THESE TWO THINGS CONLATEST REPORTS
THIS AFTEB-NOOBear, big chief of the Sioux In ATTORNEY GENERAL AND COUN-SEboard.
solitary confinement at the Sonora
S.
reservaon
dians
the
Rosebud,
SHOW THEY WERE
P.,
AUDITOR FOR THE ALASTRIBUTE 10 THE WORLD'S
FOR THE ROADS WILL
state capital, reported Americans who
"This plan was outlined orally to
all
tion
most
and
famous
of
probably
MAKING GOOD BATTLE.
KA LAND DEALERS.
IMMORALITY.
arrived here early today. Also many
CONFERENCE
HOLD
the attorney general, but was not reSioux chiefs, died here early today of
'
other business men of Hermosilio
duced
to
writing until late Wednespneumonia. For fit years the big chief
Naco, Ariz., March 15. Defying a have been imprisoned at the refusals
Peoria, 111., March 15. Many witChicago, March la Richard A.
had defied death on the warpath, the
St. Louis, March 15. Chairman day night. Soon thereatter we startforce twice their strength the feder- to make loans to the state governappointment as secretary of plains, the mountains and the forest, Lovett of the Union Pacific system ed lor St. Louis, trusting to find a nesses and few spectators were presals defending Naco,' Sonora, today, ment, the reguees said. Muller is the interior pleased Klbert C. Frost, but the
ent when the session of the Illinois
Inclemency of March weather announced In the federal court here full bench here and ho"tng that the
marched out to meet the insurgent said to have been the only foreigner one of the five defendants on Crlal iu
commission opened here today.
vice
meet
would
the
of
this'
atthe
plan
modified
for
where
to
came
that'
approval
he
the
plan
Washington,
today
state troops. At noon the battle was so far arrested.
D. Young, manager of the lo- for Alaskan and coal land frauds
Frank
n
court.
tend President Wilson's inauguration, dissolution of the .Union
in progress two mlies below the Ari.By 1 o'clock the fighting was gencal
Federal Judge Landis, accord- was too much for the old warrior.
Woolworth
store, testified that of
morn"After
this
arrival
abandonhere
my
Pacific had been
zona border, .with tne federals holding eral between the 500 federals and 900 ing to a letter- introduceu today in
61 girl employes the lowest wage was
ed, because of the opposition of the ing I received a copy of, '.Jj telegram
The constitutionalists evidence.
their own by advantage of their artili state troops.
sent by the California commission to $4 a week. Twenty-fiv- e
girls, he
California railroad commission.
were beginning to hold their posia week.
The letter was dated February 9,
tuan
less
received
lery.
$5
said,
the
of
attorney
abandonment
of
the
As a result
generui opposing the,
Determined to avoid danger to res- tions despite tne artillery fire.
The wtiness did not know what 16
1907, and was addressed to H. C.
nectraffic
A
now
preferential
is
it
dissolution
arrangement
the
plans,
idents on the American side, and at
would cost a girl to live. Young
Osborne, a Toronto banker, who was
essary for the representatives of the copy of this telegram was- given to;
the same time refusing to surrender
German Consul Arrested.
a business associate of Frost. In this
the attorney the railroad attorney in 'California was asked if in his opinion low wages
and
interests
Harriman
13. Max communication Frost set forth his
March
or flee over the ooraer. General
Ariz.,
Tucson,
him I received th informa- and immorality are a cause and! a regeneral to devise a new plan that and from
stand1
at friendship and close affiliation with
for
last
German
consular
is
the
agent
Muller,
making
Ojeda
sult.
tion
today.
shall meet the approval of the judges
the Huerta government in northern Hermosilio, Sonora, and manager of the former cabinet official. An. ex"I think there is only slight conneo- -'
"This
inarfes'6 It" imposare
who
opposition
federal
circuit,
of
the
Eighth
Sonora. Despite the pre.cuation one the Banco de Sonora, has been im- cerpt from the letter read:
he answered.
sible
tion,"
for
the
railroad, at least the
sitting in thsi case as the district court
American was wounded early in the prisoned by authorities of the insur"I was very glad to learn that
C. Heldrick, president of
Edward
Union
to
tne
'Pacific,
contlnuewtth
of Utah.
was
gent Mexican state and the bank Hon. R. A. Ballinger of Seattle, was
fighting.
Peoria
JOHN
P.
the
FALLON.
Cordage company,
By
1'.,;'
When the new plan will be ready present plan."
Startled by the unexpected assault seized, say reliable and direct reports appointed commissioner of the genson to
asked
his
and
witness
a
also
The advertisements which
InSanborn
Presiding
asked
not
Judge
to submitt, Judge Lovett did
of the federals, Calles forces at noon reaching here today.
eral land office. Mr. Ballinger is one
District Attorney Houts if ' it were assist in answering questions. Eighty
appear in THE OPTIC every
dicate, further than to say that the
the
Bracamonte's
to
have
is
aroused
Muller
back.
said
to
fall
Batof the firm of Ballinger, Renold,
are employed by the concern,
began
day may be likened unto sign
supreme court had granted three satisfactory to. the attorney general girls
group arrived but failed to stem the displeasure of the state authorities tle and Tenant of Seattle, and has
at
minimum of $6 a week. Mr.
a
to
hold
the
posts which direct and guide
final
dissolution
decree
dissoIts
with
months for compliance
time of retreat. Ojeda continued to for refusing to negotiate a loan. The been my attorney there for the past
Heidrick
said he did not know wmu
in
you to reliable stores, honesc
lan coutd;1
abeyance until a.u
lution decree. As the dissolution deforce the fighting, advancing his po- bank was raided, but only 2,400 pesos five or six years, and 1 know him
iu peona
14 would COBt a &Tl t0 liv
merchandise and economical
be
devised.
Mr.
Houts
he
had
cree was handed down In the latter
sition slightly.
found, Muller having made some oth- personally well. Therefore we will
"son" whose initials were not an
no word from the attorney
but
buying.
ersK
that
is
of
it
thought
December,
part
The Red Cross banner is seen on er provision lor the safety of the have the advantage of anything we
said that the girls coma
Follow
the advertisements
the new plan will he devised within on that point, but that he himself nounced,
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the field. The wounded were many. funds.
want from the land office."
on
live
$6 & week.
hadno motion Jo .offer.- -.
closely,, ,Thf;T' will lead. you.
. - i
a few days.
The German consul is cut off from
The fighting this afternoon was nearThe letter came as a surprise to
Vl
mean
ecou'gn
most
it's
to
the
tofcia'ti"'
dependable
Accordingly the judges allowed the
Judge Lovett said the failure of the
said.
ly three miles south, with the fed- direct communication with his am- the attorneys for the defense, A. A.
he
from
stores in town. They will
wrong'
to
going
court
After
plan
lapse.
adjourned
plan was due to the opposition of the
erals doggedly
pressing forward, bassador at Mexico City. He has Davison, alleged "dummy entryman"
tell you of pure foods and
Heidrick, the younger, volunteered
Lovett ' refused positively to
Judge
to
of
California
commission
railroad
showering the rebel positions with sent out an indirect appeal to the and former auditor for the Frost enwhere to buy them. They will
to newspaper the information that while he wa
the traffic arrangement contemplated make any statement
gun lead. German ambassador at Washington. terprises, was called on by the prosea thorough in
shrapnel and machine
tell you of the latest fashions,
men
as
to
the
future
plans of the in college In the east
between the Southern Pacific and the
The
cution to identify the letter.
of the causes of social
Ojeda has two rapid firers besides
the most becoming styles and
vestigation
railroad.
Union Pacific.
his field pieces.
Capital Claims Loyalty
witness, although evasive In many of
where to purchase wearing apIn apologizing to the court for his evil was made and that it showed
and
"This arrangement, which provided
15.
Plutarco
civilians
New Orleans, March
his answers, anally identified, the
to
Fearing for American
best
failure to submit a modified plan, he that the chief causes or the downfall
parel
advantage.
reof
for the preferential Interchange
letter for the record.
will enable you to beof women were drinKlng and lax ditroops on the Arizona side of the line Ornelas, Mexican consul here, has
They
two roadsi in the use of explained that the agreement with vorce laws. The commission smiled
the
traffic
by
here General Ojeda shortly after 10 ceived a telegram from Francisco de
evon
come thoroughly posted
the banking syndicate for the floatthe short line between Oakland and
MOB STORMS JAIL
o'clock gave the command to evacute la Barra. secretary of foreign affairs of
of the young
erything you buy, to become a
ing of the stock distribution feature at the seriousness
Sacramento," said Judge Lovett in of the
15. The
mob;
the town. With his 475 men he Mexico, denying the states of San
Salem, 111.. March
man.
of values and to select
dissolution
judge
and
expired
tonight
addressing the court, "applied only to that the
marched away to the southeast, leav- Luis Potosi and Aguas Calientes have that last night threatened to storm!
Several girls identified by. Initials
all your needs at the lowest
railway had hoped to close
sitan
Interstate
which
the
the
and
Frank
traffic,
concerning
political
revolted.
facing
fortifications
and
Regarding
the county jail here
lynch
ing his
matter today.
only, testified, "C. S." said she workthe
prices for which the best goods
up
California railroad commission has no
uation the secretary of foreign affairs Sullens, who is charged with attack-enemy twice his strength.
can be sold.
ed In a candy store for $3 a week
fordis-jurisdiction."
the
was
j
contending
says:
was there led astray. "P. J."
entirely
and
Daybreak found
lug Dorothy Holt,
Bear in mind that every adto
the Railroads
Up
n
The Union
Pacific
"With the exception of the author- persed today. The four companies ofj
ces In relatively the same positions as
vertisement in THE OPTIC
15. United with much emotion told of her lapse:
March
Washington,
Interests have until May 10, to formu
last night Failure of the state troops ities of the state of Sonora, who are the National Guard are still on duty
tells the story of a. reliable
States Attorney McReynolds declined from virtue because of a man friend.
late a new plan of dissolution, accord
to move on Naco was explained by occupying a certain part of the state, and there seems no disposition on the
to outline the government's attitude She was then earning ?5 a week.
store, honest merchandise and
ing to officials here. While the su on
the tardy arrival of Pefecto Braca- the balance of the country has recog- part of any one to start trouble.
n
prices. You take no
right
the Union
Pacific
preme court's decision was handed situation when shown
monte's group. On the approach of nized and submitted to the federal govchances when dealing with
THE COLORADO LEGISLATURE
Lovett's
Judge
down in December the court's mandate
DELAWARE SUFFRAGE LOSES
Bracamonte about 8 o'clock, making ernment."
THE OPTIC'S advertisers.
statement in St. Louis, that the modiDenver, March 15. The house to
was not sent to the lower court until
The telegram says that Governor
the constitutionals nearly 1,000 strong,
Dover, Del., March 15. Advocates
If you would travel the
fied plan of dissolution had been aban- day killed the bills creating Sunshine
February 10. The court allowed three doned.
the two leaders sent In a request to Carranza of Coahuila, whose reported of woman suffrage in Delaware lost
"Royal Road" to successful
and Divide counties upon the adopmonths in which to dissolve the mer- advertiseOjeda asking him to move south to execution was denied today, has their fight when the senate last night
the
is up to the Union tion of an adverse committee report.
next
move
"The
shopping read
fier. If not accomplished in that time
meet the enemy and so prevent any crossed the border.
d( feated a bill proposing a constitu-ments in THE OPTIC closely
The house passed on second read- Paeflfic," said Mr. McReynolds.
"I
a receiver would be appointed.
federal
The
the
Americans.
to
women
tlcnal
amendment
giving
danger
and constantly every night.
cannot say what procedure they may ing the Skinner bill prohibiting the
"However, in order to satisfy the
Wantes Hucrta Recognized
commander with less than 500 mea
,
right to vote.
undertake. The Union Pacific and publication of anonymous communica-Souther- n
15.
Immediate
Marsh
under his command, declined the inWashington,
Pacific people understand j tlons by newspapers, and making edi-th- e
vitation, saying that he would defend recognition of the Huerta government
prlnt-taln- s
of the government as per-- j tors responsible for even-thinattitude
eererar.v I
his position only, whereuron Calles in Mexl'O was urged, on
ed.
to
of
the
Pacific
sale
Southern
x
and Bracamonte prepared to move on 1'iyan today by Major Cfssins E. Gi
The senate in committee of the
stock, and it's up to tliem."
lr.tte. r. S'. A., retired, interested in
the town.
killed the Tierney single tax
whole
Nearly every Mexican family spent mining property in the state of Mex
TODAY
for
the
sest.
bill, postiwming the final vote until
Hoping
the night on the American side and ico.
New York, March 15. Loeb and Monday.
"The sooner it is recognised by the
the Mexican town was given over to
Senator T. A. Joyce introduced a
Company, syndicate managers for the
TO
Ojeda and his troops. At 8:30 o'clock United States the more quickly will
of the Southern Pacific resolution for the submission
of a
underwriting
this morning two troops of the Fifth the government be able to get money
stock held by the Union Pacific, Is- constitutional amendment authorising
cavalry arrived fom Forest, Ariz., to and suppress the little revolution in
coat sued the following brief statement: a $4,000,000 bond issue, the proceeds
Washington, March 15. Some sam- deal of pleasure out of the parade rade and almost tore a girl's
reinforce three troops of the Ninth the outlying states," said he.
"The syndicate has not given up to be used in constructing buildings
of
I
from
one
back.
her
hit another
of the crowd. They
Major Gillette called at the White ples of militant suffrage were today and the antics
(negro) cavalry on the ground.
that a satisfactory dissolution at the state Institutions.
hope
continued.
she
them
smiled
marchers.
badly,"
at
tne
pretty
Wilcommittee
and
jeered
expended to the senate
Sheriff Wheeler, of Tombstone with House but did not fee President
may
plan
yet be approved by the
re"One woman who was a marshal "I heard him make a very ugly
Mr. investigating the dtsoraer which atHe would not diecusfl
six deputies, arrived late and demand- son.
A great many things
government
me.
to
of
was
woman
In
SUFFRAGE IS RECOGNiZED
a
mark
front
mine
of
the section preceding
tended the suffrage parade of March
ed on the part of Arizona state that Bryan's view of recognition.
can
between now and tohappen
to
to
March 15.Democratia
of
Hue
He
men
Hi
the
3.
all
say
Washington,
something
appeared
of
D.
line.
Dr.
ark
pinched
by
Maryland
Mary
along
no fighting occur on the
German Ambassador Investigates
senators at their caucus today deter
no effort me, but as he opened his mouth my night."
The
oerena
march.
to
made
in
told
was
of
police
her
eftorts
German
battle
the
11
the
Von
o'clock
Bemstorl'f.
Count
physical
By
mined to take the committee on wotwo miles below the border. ambassador, communicated the facts the girls Irk the parade from the at-- to interfere. I could see them pinch baton accidentally struck him in the
went
She
man suffrage out of the minority list
mouth.
teeth
his
think
marched.
I
I
Dr.
down,
her
crowd.
from
where
a
CAN'T
the
AGREE
JURY
in
n'ii,
of
men
of
rcln.Y.inr
teiitions
of
the
to
the
men
top
imprisonment
Ojeda's
charged
deal.
It
a
I
he
because
she
afterward.
me
arm
her
showed
15.
great
gulped
Kansas City, March
Disagree and make it a majority committee
ridge of hills, dismounted and took German consular aent at Hermosilio Mark is a robust woman and
ne
was
to
what
heard
wrist
haven't
was
and
adblue
ment
going
from
she
when
in
black
loomed
yet
drew
at
the
Mexico
considerable
to
Hyde murder with Senator Thomas of Colorado as
skirmish positions. Calles' group
the German minister
applause
to say."
trial when the jury reported at 10:15 chairman. This was done witlx the
shoulder.
vanced from the south and threw a City. He also asked for offlcltil ad- - said:
Miss Iiliss Fiuley, who marched o'clock this morning that there was expectation that equal suffrage will
"I saw a man leave the crowd and
"Some of them attempted to man- grueling fire against the federal posi- vice reenrdin!? Muller'n nllcht as soon
be one of the live subjects for the
tion. Despite the distance of the as risible in order to determine what handle me. I carried a baton and chuck a girl in the line under the with a section of striking girl gar- little chance of reaching; a verdict
It waa also
"I don't see any possible chance for senate's consideration.
chin, tear her sash and try to put ment workers from Baltimore, told
they got the worst of it.
f.fehtlng, one American was wounded further action might be taken.
Dr. Mark said that the police all his arm around her. i went to her of a number of attempts by men in us to reach a verdict," E. F. Wirth, the decided to place tho committee on
on the line. He is A. A. Hopkins, deplists
publio health In the majority
'along displayed "jelly fish indiffer-Hlllsbor- assistance and hit him a crack on the crowd to ill treat girls in her foreman, told the court
. ......
STUDENTS FOUND GUILTY
uty marshal, and was wounded in the
times
said
She
several
that
with
section.
Senator Ransdell of Louisiana,
the
in
he
sent
the
and
nose
ence."
Porterfield
Judge
N. C,
disappeared
March 15. The
leg.
immediately
The firing was furious from the three students of the North Carolina! "I marched in the Maryland college crowd. I think his nose is swollen to she was forced to go to the assist- the Jurors back for further delibera- probably as cjiairman.
ance of girls whom men tried to pull tions.
start The federals at once brought University, Ralph Oldham, Will Merri-- j women's section," she Baid. "The this day."
Later Judge Porterfield sent a
OLNEY DECLINES JOS
"Did any one attempt to interfere from the parade.
Into play three field nieces. The man and Aubrey Ratch, were found Maryland section just ahead of us
"The police made no attempt to marshal into the jury room to take
y
state troops' outposts retreated In the guilty this afternoon of manslaughter! carried a large Maryland state flag. with you?" asked Senator Dilllng- Washington, March. 15. Richard
Interfere with these men," said Miss the jurors to luncheon. The foreman
of Boston, to whom President Wilface of the artillery fire. The fed- in connection with the death of a fel - The police stood by, while the crowd ham.
said the jury would liko five mtauteg son offered the pocr of nnybaeHtdor '
"Some of them attempted it, butjFinley.
erals pressed forward, encountering low student, Will Rand, while the lat j which surged close about the march-- j
Several other witnesses said they more to consider a verdict At the Great Britain, hat,
kii,-,)the main group of the Calles constitu- tor was being hazed last September.! ere spat on the flag and threw Rent-- they got the worst of it," replied Dr.
HU
believed the police had dona all in end of that time Judge ForlerflcM tcr Of ICfIK:l witn itvM.i! at :'
tionalists. The result wn a deafen- Tlu v were each sentenced to fonrd cigarette and matches into it. Mark, emphatically.
ordered the Jury to luncheon.
The police appeared to get a great;
"Vlilte TIn'i..- if.!;r.
Another man broke into the pa-- j their power to control the crowd.
ing fire from both sides. K;ich held months In jail.
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The new season's Xerkwear is
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ramd sd range from
tbe small bow to the larye
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An Interesting Display of the New and Beautiful Garments and Dress Accessories
Which Will Interest Every Woman In This Vicinity

1

EXCEPTIONAL

VALUES IN

DAINTY WAISTS

EASTER MILLINERY OF UNUSUAL BEAUTY
STRICTLY

F03 EASTER WEAR

HANDSOME

SUITS

COATS

AND

FOR

EVERY OCCASION

Both Fancy and Lingerie waists will be extremely popular this season and justly so for never
have the styles been more dainty and desirable.
Silk waists will be worn in plain and fancy effects with trimmings of high color and the Chiffon
overdrape will have another strong season. These
come in a variety of styles and qualities at
to $10.00.
Lingerie waists were never more beautiful than
at present; Styles are all new and radically
past seasons effects and are more desirable. Colored trimmings on these garments will
be extremely popular. Prices $1.00 to

$300
differ-entjfro-

m

Kvery garment :haracterized by a seasonabje freshness
and daintiness that Is irresistibly
charming. Ad excellent
variety embracing all the new poplar models, desirable weaves
and fashionable colors.
Suits of tne famous Wooltex" and "Printzess" make,
every desirable quality, unequalled style axd guaranteed for two seasons wear, at

$22.50 to $45.00

Other beautiful suits in plain or fancy fabrics, made in
the 'latest style models, silk lined, best inner Tnings, silk
faced shields, at

$15.QO to

$500.
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Riotous colors and a profusion
flowers seems
to be the predominanting ideas in trimming.
Shapes are new and desirable and are made from
a variety of fabrics.
Small or medium shapes will have the prefer-enc- e
though the larger shape will be seen frequently.
You'll like the new styles come in and try them
on.

03.50 to $15.00

DRESS GOODS AND SILKS

DESIRABLE WASH FABRICS
STYLISH AND PRACTICAL FOOTWEAR

The new Season's fabrics possess all the beauty
and richness known to the weaver's art. Plain and
Brocaded effrccs are racing each other for first
place, with neither in the lead.

'

U
-

$32.50

The new Season's Millinery maintains the supremacy of the line in style, beauty and attractiveness.

i

Wash fabrics are always much in demand but
Our shoe departmant contains the largest line of Fashion's latest dictates in s hoes, oxfords, and pumps fcr women
and children

Bright, radiant colors are prime favorites and
w'll be much in evidence in the Easter costumes.

and desirable models in such popular shades as
Elephant Grey, Tan, White and Black are the favorites with
white strongly in the lea d.
You'll be able to iin d what you waDt in this variety.

Soft clinging fabrics, so necessary for the new
draperies, are much in demand in both wool and
silk.

$2.50 to $6MO

New

nevermore so than this season nor have the
textures, styles, patterns and colon- been more
-

desirable. Ratine, either silk or cctton, is a strong
favorite and comes itt white and colors. Pointieles,
Voiles and Tisnes are also very popular.
Soft, sheer fabrics of anv character will be
shown the preference and are especially adaptable
to the prevailing fashions.
We are showing an excellent variety of desirable
fabrics.

Las'Vedas'LoaditiaSiorG

SILK PETTICOATS

SILK HOSIERY

One !ot of well made petticoats,

made from Charmeuse, Messaline
and Taffeta of good gi ades, all colors
effects, a garment of
and two-tostyle and quality at $2. BO each.
ne
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Your Spring costume is not complete without Silk Hosiery. We are
showing a splendid variety in black
white, tan and colors. The latest is
the "Shaded" hose shading from or.e
deep tone to another. See these.
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assistant attorney general was raised 1 1 V
to prevent the extradition C
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as: closed. Neither Charlton nor his wife.ing his identity.
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I
denyinS a Wrlt of
frCm $i,S0O a year to $2,100 a year.
Charlton to the Italian poUce au'hori- III
I
corpus sued out by Charlton's father; were seen in or near the villa. On the
It was due to the efforts of Captain ties.
UU
The state penitentiary probably reto review the proceedings before morning of June 10, fishermen found Henry Harrison Scott, the brother of!
ceived more consideration than any
County Judge John. A. Blair, sitting as in Lake Como, not far from the Villa the murdered woman, that Charlton!
other institution. The bill providing
USE ALLEN'S FOOT-EAST
a committing magistrate, who held I.egnazzi, a trunk which contained the was apprehended upon the arrival
for a state farm was passed and the
of;
Charlton for extradition.
body of a woman who had apparently the steamer Princess Irene in Hobo-- j into the shoes. If
full appropriation asked by Superinyou want rest and
The argument in the supreme court been murdered. The body was identi- ken. Charlton at first denied his iden- - comfort for
tendent McManus was placed in the
tired,
aching swollen,
will hinge largely on the contention fied as that of Mrs. Charlton and, sus- tity, but In the face of
appropriation bill including $3,000
positive evi-- j sweating feet,
VI ;u s Fi:ot Case!
of Charlton's counsel that the treaty pecting that the woman had been mur- dence discovered in his baggage, not; It
for a hospital; $1,100 for a bakery;
relives corns aul bunicus tf all
between the United States and Italy dered by her husband, the authorities only admitted his
$900 for a track scales and $300 for
but made! pain and preveuus blisVrs sore t nd
identity,
.
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MURDERED made inlSCShas been nullified by the notified the police throughout Italy to
ti comession
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other
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There
that both he and his wife dancing parties, patent leather shoes,
tion to this country of Italians ac- to arrest him when found.
LAGNAZZI
HOUSE BILL NO. 123.
had ungovernable tempers and con- and for
ments to the senate bill. Provision
breaking in new shoes. It Is
cused of crime and that consequently
Having murdered his wife with a stantly clashed. Becoming exasper- the greatest comfort
was made for extra help in the office
discovery of the
Santa Fe, N. M., March 15. Here of secretary of state and one deputy
Washington, March 15. A final and the United States is not compelled to mallet and having disposed of her ated upon one occasion, he killed her. age. Try it today. Sold
everywhere.
AnPorter
to
save
in
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to
deliver
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some
it
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of the differences from the additional, was given the state
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lake,
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department ond For FREE trial package, address AlItalian authorities
demanding that will be whether an error was commit- a few clothes, left Moltrasio and went came to bis son's assistance, by en- len S. Olmsted, Le
corporated in the substitute measure
Roy, N. Y.
to Genoa, gaging several prominent
the prisoner be turned over to them ted by the committing magistrate in first to Como and then
passed by the legislature on the last
lawyers to
w
to them to he tried for the murder of refusing to allow Charlton's counsel to here he took passage on the steam- defend the young murderer. It Is PILES CURED IN 6
day of itr session:
TO 14 DAYS
his wife, Mary Scott Castle Charlton, prove that the prisoner was of un- ship Princess Irene, bound for New claimed by Charlton's lawyers that Your
Treasurers, assessors and county
will refund money If
druggist
NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL
at Lale Como, Italy, on June 9, 1910, sound mind at the time of the com- York. The steamer touched at Naples, the young man is. consumptive and PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure
clerks in first class counties are cut
any
crime. Palermo and Gibraltar and at each suffering from periodic attacks of
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up for argument
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Santa Fe, N. M., March 15. Gover'will mainly rely upon the plea ofthey
in-- Mongs in
Treasurers, assessors end clerks in nor William C. McDonald has honor- States supreme court next week. The for the Italian government, was pro- Charlton, who traveled under the
every home. Adv.
case was taken to the supreme court secutor in the proceedings before
second class counties are reduced
ed the requisition of the governor of
on an appeal from the action of the Judge Blair and succeeded in keeping
from $3,2",o to $ !,l(Hi. Probate ju.lges North
Carolina tor the extradition of
out all evidence tending to show that
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is wanted in
Hob Peterson, who
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A TONIC LAXATIVE

powder Makes Food More Delicious and Wholesome No
Alum No Phosphates

1

CHURCH OF OUR LADY OF SOR
SOWS Rev. Paul Gilberton, pastor.
First mass at 6:30 a. m., third Sun
mass 8:30
lay excepted. Second
sermon in English, hymns rendered
ay the children under the direction
if the Sisters of Loretto. Third mass
it 10:30 a. m., sermon in Spanish,
from 3 to 4 Sunday echool. At 4
Benediction
of the Blessed
Sacra
tnent. At the New Mexico Hospital
for the Insane mass every fourth
Sunday by the pastor.

Prof. Alonzo Clark, of New York: "A substance (alum)
which can derange the stomach should not be tolerated in
baking powder."
Prof. S. W. Johnson, Yale College: "I regard their (alum
and soluble alumina salts) introduction into baking powders as
most dangerous to health."

the Label on the can. Unless it shows a cream
of tartar ingredient don't buy the powder

Ks&d

FIRST

Sunday will be an exceptionally lively one. The main event of that week
will be the annual Easter dance given in the armory by the local council of the Knights of Columbus. Elaborate preparations for the dance are
being made by the committee, composed of Colbert C. Root, chairman;
A. P. Moran, E. P. Mackei, Frank Angel, Peter Basleer and Martin
The Simison orchestra will
furnish a program of twenty dances
and several extras. Dancing will
commence at 9 o'clock and undoubtedly will last until nn early hour on
Tuesday morning.
Equal in importance to the dance
given by the Knights of Columbus
will be that wh.'cn is being planned
for Thursday evening, March 27, by
Company H of the New Mexico NaThis dance will, of
tional Guard.
be
course,
given in the company arafy
mory and will be a
fair. The members of Company H
A number
will appear m uniform.
of private parties are to be given during the week and several of the danc
ing clubs in the city are to arrange
private dances.
Del-gad-

semi-militar-

V
4
Mrs. Anderson Hostess
to the Bridge Club.

PEROXIDE

M.

THE TASTE

11 o'clock.

Epworth League, 6:15 p. m.
Evening worship with sermon at
7:30 o'clock.
BUT THE GREATER
PART OF
A cordial invitation is extended to
LAST NIGHT'S VAUDEVILLE
all who have no other place of worWAS AWFUL ROTTEN.
ship to attend divine services at this
church.
Last night's performance of the
Orpheum circuit was the poorest enST. PAUL'S MEMORIAL CHURCH.
tertainment that the public has ever
Rev. J. S. Moore, rector, 716 Naseen in this city. Not only was the tional
avenue, East Las Vegas, N. M.
performance poor, but it was also the
Sunday next before Easter. Palm
most vulgar and smutty show that
Sunday, March 16, 1913.
has ever played in the Duncan opera
Holy communion, 7:30.
house. The first act on the program
Sunday school, 9:45.
was excellent
"Dolly Dimp'ie, the
Morning prayer and sermon, 11.
Educated Horse," is a well trained
Holy week services (in the chapel).
animal and pulled off many interestHoly communion dally except Moning stunts that pleased tho audience day, 10:30.
in every way, but the next two stunts
Evening service
Tuesday and
were anything but fair. The Over-tonThursday, 4:15.
who came here with the reputaEvening service Wednesday, 7:30.
tion of being artlsta in singing and
Good Friday.
dancing, did nothing which tended to
display that they had any talent in
ZS4
either of these lines of entertainment.
The "Gibson Girl dance" was vulgar.
The costume worn was about the size
of a lace hankerchief and far frqm
being beautiful or decorative. The
last part of the program, however,
was the worst "The Dresden Doll" y
instead of being an innocent creature,
as was supposed, proved to be the
most impolite of dolls. In the song
"Maybe" sung by Miss Rea Brown
many expressions of vulgarism and
things that brought a blush to the
women present were rudely forced
upon the audience which was greatly diminished when
the song was
ended.
The managers of the Duncan opera
house, however, are not to be blamed
seafor this program, as it is impossible
for them to know what to expect of
an act except through the press
agent As last night's was the first
program given by those people the 1
management should not be criticized.
The management,
by ringing down
the curtain on such shows as that of
last night, will show the public that
it does not countenance Buch things,
and will notice an increased patrons,

Your

Yesterday afternoon Mrs. Charles
Anderson entertained the Friday Afternoon Bridge club at the residence
of her parents, Judge and Mrs. B. V.
Long. Bridge was played during the
afternoon, there being two tables of
players. Mrs. E. J. McWenie was the
guest of the club. The members present were Mrs. Hallett Eayno'lds,
Mrs. Charles Spiess, Mrs. Herbert W.
Clark, Mrs. Stephen B. Davis, SJr.,
Mrs. W. E. Gortner, Mrs. E. D.
Mrs. Erie Hoke and Mrs. C.
S. Losey.
4 4 4
Afternoon
Tuesday
Ray-nold-

E. CHURCH.

Corner Eighth street and National
avenue.
Rev. E. C. Anderson, pastor.
Sunday school, 9:45.
Morning worship with sermon at

MAY TAKE

AWAY

S. B. HARTMAN,

M. D.

Nearly everybody is obliged more or
less to take a laxative. There are of
course a few exceptions. A great many
people also need occasionally to take a
tonic Probably few households exist
that do not make use of tonics and
laxatives.
The remedy Peruna is a laxative
tonic It not only operates as a gentle
laxative, but also as a tonic
The benefit derived from such a
remedy is a great deal more in the
prevention of disease than in the cure.
After a person has really become sick,
either with an acute or chronic ail
ment the rule should be to employ a
physician, or some one who can give
the case his personal attention. But
long before this happens the person
will complain of this or that symptom,
which Is not severe enough to Interfere
activities. If at this
with his
ha really
IrtiMt Wore the
mniitfii a foothold In lt xynttm, a nrto tuk a dow: or two of a
oft
Si(-i-

4

BATTLE

But Lydia E. Pinkham's Veg-

J. J. FITZGERRELU,

MEMSER OF
LOCAL G. At R., TELLS OF
WAR IN MEXICO.

The following letter has been received by General Sherman Post No.
1, Grand Army of the Republic, from
a former resident of Las Vegas, J. J.
Fitzgerrell. Mr. Fitzgerrell lived in
Las Vegas about 10 years ago, but
under a nervous at present is engaged in the real esstrain and could riot tate business a Mexico City:
I
sleep at night
City of Mexico, March 1, 1913.
went to doctors here To the
Post Commander and Comin the city but they
rades, General Sherman Post No.
did not do me any
1, Las Vegas, New Mexico.
good.
" Seeing Lydia E.
Comrades. Thinking our comrades
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound adver- would be interested in hearing from
tised, I tried it My health improved the City of
exico after the recent
wonderfully and I am now quite well
events thai, overturned the
stirring
No woman suffering from fe
again.
male ills will regret it if she takes thi3 Madero government and the installamedicine.
Mrs. James G. LeClear, tion of an entirely new government
336 Hunt St., Detroit, Mich.
on constitutional lines, I take the
pleasure of writing to them.
Another Case.
The change came like a clap of
Philadelphia, Pa.
"Lydia E. Pink thunder from a clear- - sky by the libham's Vegetable Compound is all you
claim it to be. About two or three eration of Generals Diaz and Reyes
days before my periods I would get bad from the penitentiary in the eariy
backaches, then pains in right and left hours of the ninth. The first we as
sides, and my head would ache. I called foreigners knew of the happenings
the doctor and he said I had organic in- was the rattle of machine guns and
flammation. I went to him for a while but
at the National Palace.
did not get well so I took Lydia E. Pink musketry
was killed and GenGeneral
Reyes
ham's Vegetable Compound. After tak
Diaz failed In capturing the pal
eral
two
relieved
and
was
bottles
I
finally
ing
my troubles left me. I married and ace. By about 10 o'clock in the morn
have two little girls. I have had no re ing General Diaz had captured the
turn of the old troubles." Mrs. Chas. arsenal, which is located about 14
Boell, 2650 S. Chadwick St, Phila.,Pa. blocks from the palace, and only fou
blocks from my residence, al'i pracHoly communion, 7:30.
tically in the heart of the city, so the
Morning prayer and sermon, 10:50. cannonading between the Palace and
This church is open daily for pri- the Arsenal was diagonally across
vate prayer and meditation.
the city blocks. As all the buildings
in this city have flat topa the ma--"
CHRISTIAN TABERNACLE.
chine guns and infantry were placed
Corner of Eighth and Main.
on tha topB of the buildings. The
Sunday school, 9:45 a m.
government troops failed to retake
Christian Endeavor, o:S0 p. m.
the arsenal on tho first day because
Preaching morning and evening 11 of the fact that the ammunition had
a. m. and 7:30 p. m.
grown short. This was soon auppUed,
We have with us Rev. John L.
however, from Vera Craz and elsethe new minister of the First where. Each side in the meantime
Christian church.
strengthened their lines as much as
possible and then commenced a regBAPTIST CHURCH. Corner Mali ular
cannonade, tne. rattle ot machine
avenue and Sixth street, Rev. N. B
guns and musketry sounding over tie
Oreen, Pastor.
entire city. The end came on the
Preaching at 11 a. m., and 7:30 p. nineteenth, with an armistice of only
ai. Sunday School at 9; 45 a. m. A a few hours.
Vf Young People' meeting at 6:30 p
My home being outside the line af
cn.
The public is Invited.
fire I did not feel in the least for
my personal safety. None of my
CHURCH. comrades sniftered
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN
any personal
Rev. Norman Skinner, pastor. Dougharm, as foreigners did not expose
las avenue and Tenth street.
i
themselves t!? danger,
Morning worship and sermon at 11
While these operations were the
o'clock.
real thing, they were small in comBible study and Sunday school sesparison to the Vicksburg campaign
sion at 9:45 a. m.
and siege, the comparison being lite
Society of Christian Endeavor at a six
battery gun and a brigade of
6:30 p. m.
troops.
The church extends a most hearty
We have great hopes that the end
Invitation to all people. Strangers of
the revolution Is near at hand
and sojourners in the city especially which means
prosperity for the counwelcomed.
try.
With the kindest of regards I am.
CHRISTIAN SCIENCb
SOCIETY
Yours fraternally,
Regular services every Sunday mora
J. J. FITZUERRELL.
Ing at 11 o'clock and Wednesday oven

i

First

Chance

To attend a big,

jolly social dance,

Bridge
The Tuesday Afternoon
club met on that afternoon of this
week with Mrs. W. E. Kaser. Members to the number of eight were
good tonic laxative the great majority
up two tables of
of cases of sickness would be pre present making
the
hostess members
Besides
vented.
bridge.
Peruna is a remedy that should be present were Mrs. Hallett Raynolds,
kept In the house. Its virtue as a Mrs C. S. Losey, Mrs. h. M. Smith,
preventive to disease is the thing I
Mrs. Charles W. G. Ward, Mrs. F. R. age.
wish chiefly to emphasize.
A slight condition of constipation
Lord, Mrs Edward Lewis and Miss
may lead to serious sluggishness of Mildred Browne.
QUESTION CLEARED UP.
the bowels, biliousness,
of poisonous material and finally
sickness.
Or apathy of the stomach A Cold. La Grippe, Then Pncumonlr
Optic Readers Can No Longer Doubt
in which the food is not relished, may
Is too often the fatal sequence. La
the Evidence.
or
lead
to
atonic dyspepsia
gradually1
Grippe coughs hang on, weaken the
to the acquisition of some acute disand lower the vital resist-ence- .
system,
ease. For either one of these condi
R. G. Collins, postmaster,
Again and again we have read of
tions a few doses of the tonic laxative
"I was troubled strangers in distant towns who have
N. J., says:
Peruna would set matters right. This wllh a severe
La Grippe cough which been cured by this or that medicine.
Is why the remedy should always be
exhausted me. Foley's
completely
But East Las Vegas' pertinent queskept handy by.
Honey and Tar Compound soon stop
When once the value of Peruna as
been "Has anyone
household remedy is understood nlo ped the coughing spells entirely. It tion has always
home would be without it. Cathartics, can't be beat."0. G. Schaefer and here in East Las Vegas been cured?"
pills and powders would be discarded. Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
The word of a stranger living a hunIrritating tonics would be no longer
dred miles away may be true, but it
taken. Alcoholic drinks would have no
PROTEST RATE INCREASE?!.
cannot have the same weight with us
place. With a few doses of Peruna a
New Orleans, La., March 15j An as the word of our own citizens,
vigorous appetite is produced and if
there be any sluggishness
of the increase of one cent per hiindred "whom we know and respect and
bowels their function is gradually repounds In tho grain rate between whose evidence we can so easily
stored.
northern points and New Orleans prove.
Most laxatives are weakening in
O. L. Gregory, 214 Grand avenue,
their effect. A tonic laxative guards came into effect today. The; increase
against this weakening effect Until is expected to divert a considerable East Las Vegas, N. M., says: "Doan'e
right living has become so thoroughly tonnage from Gu'if to Atlantic ports.
Kidney Pills, procured at the Center
established that all medicines are suLocal
bodies
commercial
filed
have
Block Pharmacy, have been used in
is
Peruna
will
be needed. It
perfluous,
exactly the remedy that meets numer- a protest with the inter: tate coro- - mv familv with satisfactory results- - I
ous necessities of thd household. Sold merce commission.
can cheerfully recommend this prepat all drug stores.
Mr. John B. Perkins. 2b Whiting St,
aration as one that lives up to repreWANTS
FIGHT
WITH
RITCHIE.
PeMass..
writes:
"I think
Plymouth,
sentations.''
runa is a number one medicine. I 'was
London, March 15. Freddie Welsh.
For sale by all dealers. Price 60
troubled with catarrh and bowel comof the British
holder
C, Buffalo, N.
lightweight cents.
I tried several doctors, but
plaint.
could only find temporary relief. I championship, sailed tcd;ay for New Y.. sole agents for the United States.
took Peruna and am glad to say that York. Prior to his
Remember the
departure he exit cured my catarrh and corrected mv
a hope that he will be able take no other. Adv.
bowels" PERUNA IS FOR SALE AT pressed
to arrange an early matcli w;th Willie
ALL DRUG STORKS.
SPECIAL KOTlCE-i-JTa- ny
personse Ritchie for the world'sl champion-hip- .
ban
Coui?h Remedy
Chamberlain'
ars imikiDsr lnJiiirien for the
rr,it rpnutiition and extenu come tol terms with
I'fcruna. To mich would gay,
Falling
of
till formula ii now put out under tha
cures
remarkable
f
Hive
sale
by
tbe champion the HrlUfsb
rnttnufuuturi-fmrn
of K
H can be.
(Jom party, Cuiurobua,
,.i.u mid croup. Bold
by
will take on M Wolgati and other
Ohio.
WrM lUhin ttu'i
It.
wilt li
by all
'upon.
lliy
1..,;i,rtVd
Try
Vu
(lUsUxsd
cfil jrou
frea booklet.
Aiwrriran ifMm f hi
iuj.

following the
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NOT SALTS, AND
SHILOH BAPTIST CHURCH Cor
PILLS. "CASCARETS."
ner Columbia and Railroad Avenues
Rev. W. R. Burgess, Pastor.
If Constipated,
Bilious,
Headachy,
Preaching 11 a. m., and 8 p. m., br
Stomach Sour, Take a
the pastor; Sunday school 9:45 a. m.:
Cascaret
B. T. P. TT., S p. m. All are welcome
to attend these errlces.
You men and women who can't get
feeling right who have headache,
coated tongue, foul tadte and foul

COLONIAL

DAMES

WHEN THE KNIGHTS

Bar-nesa- t,

'

OF

-

Care must be taken to keep Alum from the Food

Should Be In Every Home

r

WITNESS

I!

"I

A pure, Grape cream of tartar baking

Family Medicine That

te

HOT- HELP HER

Statement

Bridge Club Meets.
Up-to-Da-

FORMER VEGAN

CHURCH OF THE IMMACULATE
etable Compound Restored
CONCEPTION Adrian
Rabeyrolle.
Mrs. LeClear Health
oastor.
First mads at 7 a, m.; second waea
Her Own
it 10 a. in. Sunday school in English
ind Spanish at 3 p. m., in Spanish at
am glad to dis
1:30 p. in. Rosary and benediction
Detroit, Mich.
f the hleseed sacrament at 7:30 p cover a remedy that relieves me from
'
my sutfenng and
i'
of-- .
For two years
pains.
Sunday school for English speakI suffered bearing
ing and Spanish speaking children
down pains and got
every Sunday at 1:30 p. m.
all run down. I was

n

1

an

Choir Loft

liMoirMHUiLvS

Blue laws equal to tnose of "Ye regulate their methods of prize
J
Days" were passetr ey the leg-- ing so as to conform with law as
islature at its late lamented session 'laid down" by the fathers of New
and this week saw the going into ef- Mexico.
4
4
fect of a Btringent act passed by both
the senate and the house of repre- - Sorosis Club
sentatives prohibiting card playing Has a Meeting
The regular weekly meeting of the
for prizes or money, gambling and in-dulging in games of chance in other Sorosis club was held on Monday of
forms. Next the- legislature undoubt- - jthls week at the residence of Mrs. T.
edly "will get busy and put some sort C. Evans and was in the nature of a
of a ban on dancs, especially the farewell luncheon complimentary to
"modern dances" so popular among Mrs. George Crossen, a member of
the younger Fociety set at the pres- - the club who left for Kansas City on
A large number of the
ent time.
Wednesday.
Truly the society column is to be members of the club were present in
with the 'leg addition to a number of guests. The
knocked "galley-west- "
islature regulating the several forms regular schedule was carried out dur
of card playing, such as playing bridge ing the first part of the afternoon, the
selected
for prizes or whisper it money, and subject
being "Modern
many card parties which In the past Rome." Mrs. E. C. Anderson intro
have been important news items in duced the afternoon topic with a re
tha society columns of the Saturday view of the "Making of Modern
Optic will now have to be so writ- Italy," which was followed by Mrs.
ten up as not to attract the notice f!rrRKPn. who eav an entertaining de
of some prying Sherlock. To quote scription of the Vatican, Pantheon'
the country scribe, "news are scarce the Palatine and Capitol Hills.
at best" and eliminating accounts of Mrs. Norman Skinner then describall parties where cards are played ed in an interesting manner several
for prizes will
greatly 'lessen the of Rome's most famous churches and
length of the much perused society cathedrals, including St. Peter's, St
column of the newspaper. The Optic Paul's and St. John's. Mrs. I. W.
promises, however, not to "give any Lively gave an instructive talk on
thing away" if the hostesses will con- "The Villa Borgehs." Mrs. L. Durham described the "Modern Pompeii"
tinue to give in the news.
It is rumored that a number of after which Mrs. H. M. Northrup conladies' as well as gentlemen's card cluded the afternoon's program with
clubs will have to be disbanded or a talk on "The Ancient Baths and
else change their method of prize Aqueducts of Rome". Following the
giving, or perhaps the clubs will pre- program Mrs. Evans, assisted by her
fer running the risk of falling into daughters, Misses De Saix Evans and
the mighty clutches of the law as Jessie Evans, and by Miss Chella Van
laid down by the fathers of our "Sun- Petten served a dainty luncheon of
shine State" who have been holding seevral courses.
forth in Santa Fe for the past two
The members and guests present
months.
were Mrs. George Crossen, Mrs. E. C.
In many cities of the state it is said Anderson, Mrs. O. E. Burch, Mrs. Mathat there are card clubs which meet bel Hall, Mrs. A. D. Iliggins, Mrs. C.
weekly and to relieve the toost if tne D. Boucher, Mrs. Edward Comstock,
burden of furnishing a pri'j, each Mrs. T. M. Elwood,' Mrs. F. E Olney,
club member contributes a certain Mrs. R. Pitchett, Mrs. T. J. Scott,
sum of money, making up a "pot" of Mrs. ML R. Williams, Mrs. F. R. Wil
money which is given as a prize to Hams, Mrs. Frank Carroon, Mrs. Rufus
the player having the nighest score, Mead, Mrs. Morris, Mrs. J. H. Ward
for the afternoon's or evening's play. Mrs. G. L. Swearngen, Mrs. WT. H. Mc
According to the law makers of our Donald, Mrs. C. H. Stewart, Mrs. Os
state, such a method of card playing car Linberg, Mrs. J. L. Tooker, Mrs.
is now declared illegal and woe to Frank H. H. Roberts, Mrs. J. H. Baany club or member thereof found ker, Mrs. O. C. Zingg, Mrs. A. J. Mitguilty of such an offence. But how chell, Mrs. J. V. Griswold, Mrs. C. H.
picturesque it would be to have the Schirmer, Mrs. R. R. Larkin, Mrs. II.
authorities break in on a meeting M. Northrup, Mrs. Byron J. Read, Mrs.
of a card club, especially any of the Leon Durham, Dr. Alice II. Rice, Mrs.
ladies' clubs, and have the. members Normon Skinner and Miss Emma
arrested for violating this
law. Truly the incident would
liven up the society column somewhat But One More Week
and the result cf such a "raid" wotud Until Lent Ends.
make news which would interest evHoly Week is at hand and in a
erybody. However, it is said that the social way will be the quietest percard clubs in the state and those in iod of the year. As has been the
Las Vegas, if there are any, who custom in Las Vegas for a number
have been playing for money, will of years, the week following F.aster

a,

DOCTORS DID

:ani:

HE HAS BEEN TELLING THE PEOPLE ALL ABOUT
THE CARD PARTIES AND NOW THE LAWMAKERS
SAY CARD PLAYING MUST BE STOPPED . . . .
.
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Of COLUMBUS

perfect substitute for face powder, a perfect skin food, with marvelous curative properties. Removes
A

Give Their
Annual
EASTER

MONDAY

CALL

black heads, pimples, tan, or any
chapped condition of the skin. Our
route and massage cream cannot he
oils.
equalled. No hair growing
These goods comply with the pure
food and drug laws.
For sale at Scliaoref Drug Co., and
E. Rosenwald and Son "Plaza."
Adv.
BISHOP GUNN 50 YEARS OLD.

At the Armory

Best of Music

Perfect Floor
Tickets Now on

Sale at SI

Natchez, Miss., March 15 Rt. Rev.
John E. Gunn, Roman Catholic bishop
of Natchez, celebrated
his fiftieth
birthday anniversary today. Bishop
Gunn waB born in Ireland and received his education in that country. He
was ordained in Rome in 1S90 and
came to America two years later to
teach in the Catholic Unlversisty at
WalUngton. In J838 he was assigned
to the paatorate of a church in Atlanta, where he tfrimbied until IiIh
M bltllop Cf Nrtii hfi

No

yijisns H'i'h

breath, dizziness, can't sleep, are bil-lu-s,
nervous and upset, bothered with,
a sick, gassy, disordered stomach, of
have backache and feel worn out
Are you keeping your bowels clean
with Cascarets or merely forcing a
passageway every few days with salts,
cathartic pills or castor oil? This ia

important
Cascarets work while you sleep;
cleanse and regulate the stomach, re
move the sour, undigested and fermenting food and foul gases; take the
excess bile from the liver and carry
out of the system all the constipated
waste maiier and poison in the Intestines and bowels.
A Cascaret tonight will
straighten
you out by morning a
box
from any drug store will keep your
stomach sweet; liver and bowels regular and head clear tor months. Don't
forget the children. They love Cascarets because they taste gooddo
good never gripe or sicken. Adv.
Folev Kidney Pills will re h fmr
Individual case If votl bnvq nns fnrsn
of kidney or l.lu l,!- -r
truy- - cny
backache, rheumatism, url
oi ins or
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people of fair and open minds who
make due allowance for ai-- plaUonn
obligations.

platform. The new president has
shouldered heavy responsibilities. The
clamoring hosts of democracy are demanding all manner of legislative reforms but are not at bU agreed as to
what la needed. In fact, the democratic party, ia today a complex mass
of eager persons who don't know
specifically what they do want, but
they are a 4tini? in wanting a great
many things. In the' person of President Wilson there- is a harmonizing
and unifying agency that must bring
order out of chaos. Without his active guidance, the democratic congress probably would run wild,
""fi is "reassuring, nowever, to note
that the new president is not to attempt to draft the important measures
that are to embody, his pliicies. Per
haps no other president, in recent
y ears. Jias no many temptations to de
viate from this policy. Hut it is cer
tain that aiKih vastly important meas
ures as tariff revision and currency
revision will be reviewed most carefully in the White House before pre
sentation to congress. President Wilson, seems to have more definite ideas
than any other democratic leader as
to the exact course to be taken and It
is proper that he should carefully
scrutinize the Important measures for
which he Is to be held responsible
after they are enacted Into law.
The gratifying announcement comes
from the chief executive that while
he has a very definite scheme in mind
for carrying out the party's policies,
he is willing to go carefully into each
step of this transformation and will
not Indorse or countenance a quick
atd thouslitless plunge Into a general
legislative program the outcome of
which may be disastrous. The poli
cies of the administration are to be
adTanced one at a time so as to noe
the effects of each upon business conditions before another is tried. In
thi3 way the president hopes to fore- stall a break in the present prosperity
of the country. This is statesmanlike.
While republicans generally cannot be
expected to look with confidence upon
tlie chanses .that must come with a
democratic administration, President
Wilson will commend himself to all
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Since President Wilson is to be held
the success of his administration, it is not at all 6trange
that, he should give serious thought to
Vio
if lAfriclnttnn irlitnfi will

ar.i ountalile for

of the party

iiibody the principles

KANSAS CITY

FORUM WILL IIEET
TUESDAY

EVENING

Y. M. C. A.'S

"WHAT AILS LAS VEGAS?" WILL
BE DISCUSSED BY LEADING
CITIZENS

The first meeting of the recently orSunday, March 16.
"And he said unto him ganized Forum of Las Vegas will be
Abraham, and he said, Here am 1." Jield at the Temple Montefiore on
Read Rom. 4:13-25- .
Tuesday evening March 18 at 8
Tues., 11. Spoken Like a Man. o'clock.
This organization, which Is
Glorious In punctuality, reverent and composed of many of the leading citiready in tone. I do love to see a zens of Las Vegas, has as its object
soldier come up t the commanding the bettering of aditions in the city
officer, touch his cap and stand at and at this first meeting the topic to
"attention." Then without a word
be discussed will be "What Ails Las
wheel and "carry the message to Gar. Vegas?"
Several prominent citizens
cia." Oh, if the ixrd of hosts had of Las Vegas will speak on this subonly a handful with a heartful in ject, the list including W. J. Lucas,
each community the Kingdom would president of the Commercial
club;
come. "Abraham!" "Here" "Broth Colonel Ralph E. Twitchell( Dr. F. E.
er Member!" "Missing." Instead of Olney and Isaac
Davis, all of whom
standing in the breach, we have been are especially qualified to talk on this
sleeping- In the barracks. The only line, having been closely associated
dormitories connected
with pur with the affairs of the Meadow City
churches and associations are not in in 'the past and at the present times.
the parish house and upper stories.
Dr. Jacob Landau, who was the
There is another thing about this prime mover in the organization of
call Abraham answered before he this civic forum, deserves great credit
knew what God wanted him to do. for having arranged for this meeting
With him it was, "Anything, any- and for having selected such an opwhere." We have Christ's call all portune subject as the topic of the
right and are generally interested first meeting. Every citizen of Las
enough to "make a note of it" which Vegas is cordially invited to attend
is followed by making a "not" of It. the meeting, which undoubtedly wili
Attention go unto all the world.
be one of the most interesting ever
held here.
Vs.

1.

BURK IS NOMINATED

Washington March 15. Announcement was made at tbe White House
that the nomination of former Governor John Eurk of North Dakota to
be United States treasurer would be
sent to the senate today.

GOVERNMENT APPEALS CASE
Washington, March 15. The government today appealed to the supreme court from the decision of the
commerce court in the oil pipe line
cases. Because of their Importance
a motion will be filed on Monday to
thoughtful" people by his policy of go- advance the cases so that they can
ing slow. It will be a severe test of be heard at this session of the court.
his impetous Epirits suddenly brought The commerce court granted an ininto power, but the conviction !s grow- junction setting aside the Interstate
ing that he is big enough for the job. commission's order to compel the pipe
the obligatian of
In fact, President Wilson has made a lines to assume
'
'
common
all
carriers.
u
far
ooii
(""thus
good Impression

STOCK

Cattle, receipts COO. Market .unNative steers $7.6009;
changed.
southern steers $6.508.15; southern
CLOTHES THIEF cows. and heifers $4.257.75; native 3
cows and heifers $4.25(a8. 50;' stock-er- s
bulbs
and feeders $6.508.25;
Will go where any other car
calves
west$7010.25;'
$5.507.20;
HARHARPER
ROBBED
MAN WHO
western
steers
ern
cows
will go
$7'8.75;
MON FOUND TO BE AN ARMY
$4.5007.
DESERTER
Hogs, receipts 1,000. Market higher. !
Will eto where other cars can- of sales $8.708.80- heavy
Yesterday morning the room of Bulk
and butchers
not go
Harper Harmon in the Central hotel $8.65(58.75; packers
was entered by a theit, who got away $8.70(58.80; light $8.758.85; pigs i
with a large amount of clrthing and $7.507.75.
WPl go when any other car
Sheep, no receipts. Market nominother articles. Chief of Police Ben
Colorado
Muttons
will go
$57;
Coles was notified of the robbery and ally steady.
wethers
lambs
and
range
$8.258.85;
the
immediately began his search lor
man. About 5 o'clock in the evening yearlings" $5.757.85; range ewes $5
Will go when other cars can6.75.
he discovered the thief, who had on
not go
his person the belongings of Harmon.
NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
Coles arrested the man, who gave
New York, March 15. The last
his name as Harry Haverrocker. This
Made of Vanadium steel,
sales
at the New York Stock Exchange
to
Haverrocker
the
vent
gave
morning
were
as
followr:
today
fact that the was a deserter from Fort
lightest, strongest, toughest
69
Logan in Colorado and District At- Amalgamated Copper
steel known, making it strong,
......113
torney Ward decided that If this was Sugar
101
Atchison
the case, the man was a prisoner of
light, easy to operate.
... .115
the United States and he rightly Northern Pacific
156
should be sent back to the fort and Reading
98
Pacific
Southern
be dealt with there. If the people
Pacific
Union
..........149
here wish to prosecute the man they
AGENT
60
can do bo through the Fort Logan au- United States Steel ...
Fountain Square
Las Vegas
thorities. Haverrocker probably will United States Steel, pfd. .......108
BOX 553
be sent to the states' prison at Fort
Many sufferers from rheumatism
Leavenworth, Kan., to serve time for have
been surprised and delighted
the desertion from Fort Logan.
with the prompt relief afforded by the cough, heals the sore and inflamapplying Chamberlain's Liminent, Not ed air passages, and strengthens the
one case of rheumatism In ten reRESUMING WAYS OF PEACE.
la in a yellow
lungs. The
any internal treatment what- package withgenuine
beehive on cartjn. ReCity of Mexico, March 15. With quires
ever.
sale
limlnent
is
for
This
by fuse substitutes.
O. G. Schaefer and
the changes uat are being made dur- all dealers. Adv.
Red Cross D'ug Co. Adv.
of
the
in
provisional presidency
ing
General Huerta many of the able PNEUMONIA FOLLOWS A COLD
Great Britain's textile mills employ
men who received their training durbut never follows the use of Foley a
more
than 1,000,000 persons.
and
Tar Compound. It stops
ing the Porfirio Diaz regime, again Honey
are being called to the places from
which they were ousted by the
Today the council of education at the historical old UniverH Eas white enameled oven
sity of Mexico took up its work at
8 M as
inch lids
the point where it was interrupted
as poucn ieea
of
action
Madero
the
the
by
as high top closet
as extra large oven
$45.00 set up in your home
AUTOMOBILE
RUN.
ENDURANCE
San Antonio, Tex., March 15. San
Has every quality that the
Antonio's second annual automobile
$65.00 Range has
endurance run started this morning
THE
with a large number of entrant. The
ROSENTHAL
start and finish are in this city. The
CO.,
total distance to be covered is 703.6
The Las Vegas Home of the
miles. The route 'ties through Auscelebrated BUCK'S RANGES
tin, Cameron, Dallas, Fort Worth,
Opposite The Y. M. C. A.
Hillsboro arid Temple.
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COLES CATCHES
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entered at the postofflce at Eaat
Las Vegas. New Mexico, tor transmls- through the United States malli
second class matter.
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WILL HONOR LIVINGSTONE.
London, March 15. The elaborate

program arranged for the celebration
of the centenary of the birth of David Livingstone, the explorer, will be
ushered in tomorrow with an impressive memorial service in St. Paul's
cathedral. The service will be attended by the lord "mayor of London
and many other dignitaries. Later in

the week there is to be a great demonstration In the Albert hail, at which
the archbishop of Canterbury will
preside, and Lord Balfour, Sir Harry
Johnston, and others will speak.
The Association of Iron Molders of
and district, haa ob
tained an advance of 25 cents a week,
which brings the standard wage up to
1? cents an hour.

Alloa, Scotland,

-
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authoritative display of advanced fashions in Millinery Gowns, Costumes, Dresses and Coats. Come Saturday and Monday
SUMMING UP OF BEST STYLE THOUGHT FOR SPRING 1913.
An

A

The last word in fine Ileadwear.

We have collected a

OUR STOCK

very classy assortment of medium priced Hats suitable for every face and figure.

is now

You are

invited to see this BRILLIANT OPENING ASSEMBLAGE.
New Evening Gowns, Costumes and Dresses have arrived by express every day during the past week. All the Style Craft in Vogue for the Season
has been brought out in these lovely creations of the manufacturers art. We'll be pleased to show them to you.
Women's Coats and Jacket Suits of every kind in approved 1913 Styles. We have covered the entire field of Coat and Suit uses, and can, we believe, meet your every want and fancy. Each garment finished to meet the expectations of the most fastidious taste.
'

,,1

(

:

(nortecs

SrEClAL BARGAINS

-

m S.?

FOR SATURDAY

Not for Many Seasons Has There Been So Great Need for the Information These Displays Contain
WE'LL BE GLAD TO TELL YOU ABOUT THEM

'

'

''-

SPECIAL BARGAINS

EXTRA SPECIAL SALE ON ALL SHOES

AND MONDAY

Best Makes for Women and Children Included

(Not morn than ten yards allowed to each customer.)

'

..

- Gun

yards Indigo Staple Standard Ginghams
.

torT
...

i

12&c Dress Gingham,

value,

10

...

Fold Percale, good qualiiv,
yards for

31 Inch Uook

W.

J

one special lot of new spring pat--

yards for

10

ar exceptional

-

ur

jjg JJQ

MONDAY AND TUESDAY

68 Inch bleached tabl e linen, a regular
yards limited to each customer, per yard

7Bo

sellep,

five

m

rM

C

AO JC
2

nn
O C
rj
OQ
J

One Lot of Women's $3.50 and $4
Pumps and Oxfords, all sizes, per pair,

1

Attractive Kimonas in good figures and Colors, sizes 36 to 40.
of these to offer at the price. Each $2 $20

One lot of New Collars and Jabots, very stylish, well finished, your
choice at
I

1- -4

$4.50 and $5.00 Shoes, B!ack'Suedes
Roman Silks, Patents, your choice at

15 Per Cent

Jap and China Silk Kimonas

1.1

allsize-yo-

.X

O

--

-

Metals, Vici Kids,

QQo

Rlpplette, the new wash fabric, no ironing, simply wash
.
and let dry, por yard

terns.

FOR

Mill Kemnanls.

$3.50 and $4.00 shoei like cut . ,noui? reserved, Patents,

10

'

-

The

store
hi

Only a few

us- -

E.LasVegas.

off all

V

.kJJlJtALJ

COi$2.69

Children's Shoes, Pumps

of Quality"

7Q

II?

J,

Ud

Oxfords

OFF

Slightly Soiled Muslin Underwear
The lot consists of Petticoats, Gowns, Drawers, Corset Covers and
Combination Suits, yor choice at ..
1- -3

OFF

$5.00 Brocaded Satin Waists
The all popular brocaded satin made tip into the most stylish waists brought
out this Season. Your Choice

$348

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC, SATURDAY. MARCH 15, 1913.

HARD

BY

HUSTLING

Dr. Frank H. H. Roberta returned
L. H. Mosiman left today for hie I A compulsory school attendance law f S3
last night from a weeks business risit ranch at Buelah.
has been introduced In the North
at Santa Fe.
Carolina legislature.
Mrs. E. W. Keal of Shoemaker left
IXiring the past year Kentucky,;!
tbi afternoon for her homo after a
&
and New Jersey haTe pass--'
Maryland
I
i
short business visit in the city.
r
ed
laws for women.
LABOR WORLD NOTES.
The People's Bank and Trust company will! be open for business
Nancy and Emily Blattman left this
A
branch of the American Federa
I
I
iwuwu lor wagon Mound lor a
tion of Musicians has recently been'
until 8 o'clock this evening so
the railway employes will
Q established
'
visit with their parents at that
in Guelph, OnL
place.
j
Sir. and Mrs. George Triim returned
A new union of pressmen was
have no trouble in getting their checks cashed. VVe will also be glad to
The German Typographical
onion;
last night from Santa Fe where Mr.
in Duluth, Minn.
has now 5,000 members, 50 per cent
International molders have now a ; of all
accommodate anyone, making change, cashing checks or receiving deTripp has been attending the legislathe printers employed.
'
ture.
total members tup or &u,uo.
j
Of all the children in the Lniteaui
O. L. Mullen, agent for the Santa
posits.
under the'
Fifty thousand children
.
. r,
j States
,.
up to 16 years of age. only'fe
Fe Railway company at Ojita, left die ui i'j air ai um la rcuuna'
ci
OcDTTTiti
.alout 12 per cent are in schools.
this afternoon for that place after a ,
j
short business visit here.
Twenty thousand men are employed f Improved child labor laws were en- - S
rte
ten
!ast
of
rear
the
U
ju
d
Carl Ellis and Ray Robb left this ai Baldwin's locomotive works,
states that held legislative sessions.
afternoon for Watrous on a hunting jadelphia.
A ten hour law for street railway
trip. The boys will be in Watrous' Print cutters contemplate closer! The statutory establishment of aof the cabinet makers Is at present to 20 times what they were in th
time of Caesar.
for a week and expect to 'bag plenty amalgamation with allied trades or-- . minimum wage of at least one pound ?jiA hours weekly, as against 57
employes has been introduced in the
A league for the furtherance
of game.
of Colorado state legislature by Reprefor agricultural laborers is hears in 1906.
j weekly
ganizations.
The National Print Cutters associvj looked for in England,
The cost of food has Increased only strikes Is being organized by Missouri sentative Kavanaugh, a member of the
Herbert Clark, S. B. Davis, Jr.. and
Charles A. Spiess were among those tion of America will convene at York,! There are in Vienna 11,713 cabinet from there to six fold In two thou- socalists. Members will pay ten cents Street Car Men's union, of Colorado
i
makers. The average working time sand years, while wages are now 12 a week for supporting strikers.
who returned from Santa Fe last night Pa., on April 26.
Springs.
after the ending of the session of the
legislature.
Mrs. Ella Kinley of Chatham, Canada, left today for that place after a
few months visit here and at Albu
querque. Mrs. Kinley has been tua
guest of Mr. and Mrs. J. R. Lowe while
in Las Vegas.
9
f i
J. M, Kurn, general superintendent
of the western lines of the Santa Fe
Railway company, passed through this
afternoon on his way to Albuquerque.
Superintendent F. L-- Myers of the New
Mexicfo
division accompanied Mr.
Kurn.
The spring vacation of the Normal
University starteed today and many of
the students who live, outelde the city
left this afternoon for their homes.
Those who left are Miss Ada McAIis-te- r,
Miss Faith Beale and MiEs Lola
Brown, whose homes are at Springer.
Lliss Aurora Lucero left lor Santa Fe,
Miss Alary McMahon. for Clovis and
Misses Lola and Ruth Hixenbaugh for
Raton.
A number of tne citizens of Wagon Mound passed through this afternoon on their way home from Santa
Fe. The men all wore red badges
with "Aguilar" printed on them.
The men are all sure of the new
'f.-.'.rt- r'
1
county and are jubilant over their
ttTL.
,
i
uuoria over
success. Those who passed through
1 2- -'
. 1
- s.
?
.
this afternoon were Q. A. Martinez,
i
tja i.iif,
i
J. R. Aguilar, E. Martinez, C. C. Lewis, E. W. Howe, Vicente Mares, E.
C. Jones, George Crocker and S. M.

Ladies and Misses Tailored Suits
from $7.50 to $20 00
Ladies and Misses Coats from
$7.50 to $15.00

All leading styles in fabrics
at popular prices. We have a
more and
popular
priced line of dress goods and
wash goods than ever.
te

Hoffman

&

Grauborth

THE POPULAR PRICE STORE
Sole

Ageatt for the Celebrated Dorothy Dodd
Shoe lor Women

Asenlt for Iht NEW IDEA Ten Cent Fittems

Phon Main

104

THE PEOPLES BANK

0 0

0

We have rounded up the choicest selection of all ort o
merchandue for Spring and
Summer. We know we need
not remind you that style, quality and prices are right when
you come to us.

FIVE
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l TRUST CO.
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PERSONALS

Mrs. G. McAuliss Is a visitor here
today from Chicago. She Is stopping
at the Plaza hotel.
Senator J. S. Clark returned last
night from Santa ie after the closing of the legislating.
C. J. Stoval, a business man of
Dallas, Texas, came in tnis afternoon
on a short business visit.
E. M. Swayze of Colorado Springs
came in from that place last night on
a short business visit here.
F. W. Tuckerman, well known
traveling man, was here today visiting his numerous customers.
Mrs. p. Delgado and children are
in the city visiting Mr. Delgado, assistant steward at the asylum. They
live in Raton.
C. TJ. Strong, the well known business man of Mora, returned last
night from an extended business visCully.
it at Santa Fe.
The Roney Boys and their manager
At Madison Square Garden, New
left this afternoon for Las Cruces
where they will give a performance York, Gunboat Smith of California
last night knocked out Bombardier
on Monday night
Francisco Qulntana, a well known Wells, the heavyweight champion of
business man of Chapelle, came in England, In the second round. The
last night for a few days' business fight was a good one while it lasted,
but the big Californian had the advisit in Las Vegas.
J. G. Say'ies, representative for the vantage over Wells from the start.
Denver Dairy Supply company, came The weight of the men at the ringin last night from his headquarters side was: Wells, 192; Smith, 1S2.
for a few days' business visit here.
A. C. McDonald
of Albuquerque
was a business visitor in the city SOME APPOINTEES
is a well
today. Mr. McDonald
known business man of Albuquerque,
WERE CONFIRMED
Juan Navarro, state senator from
Mora, came in from Santa Fe last
night and will be a business visitor SENATE ACTS FAVORABLY ON A
in the city for a few days before goNUMBER OF PERSONS EARLY
ing home.
FRIDAY MORNING
G. A. M. Wiilson,
representative
for the Occidental Life and Accident
Though the senate was adjourned
Insurance company of Albuquerqe, summarily yesterday by Lieutenant
came In this afternoon on a short Governor E. Ci ,de Baca before it had
business visit.
completed confirmation or rejection
Chrisl Goke 'left this omrning for of all of Governor McDonald's
aphis ranch at Gallinas Springs. Mr. pointments, action was taken early
Golke says
at the dam that is be- yesterday morning and the following
at
the
Goke ranch is near- were confirmed:
built
ing
ly completed. This dam when built
Dr. Frank H. H. Roberts, Las Vewill irrigate over 200 acres of land.
gas; U G. Swinney, San Juan county,
and Ppnifaci '.Mbntoya, of Sandoval
county, members of the state hoard of
l
education.
R. R. Larkin, Las Vegas, member
board of regents of New Mexico Agricultural college. '
Eduaxdo Otero, of Valencia county,
Often lies in what he eats
member of sheep sanitary board.
and drinks.
R. E. Twitchell, Las Vegas; Arthur
Sellgman of Santa Fe, members,
If the food is right nourboard of regents pf state museum.
ishes train and muscle in
D. G. Dwyer, George King and F. A.
proper way, then the chance
Wiseman of Colfax county were conto get ahead brightens.
firmed as members of the board of
trustees of the Miners hospital at

il
i ne same price ine

ZfSrit

W

for years
has made the
ideal breakfast dish for lots of
people.

get-ahea-

d

The Secret is Simple
Grape-Nut-

made of choice

s,

wheat and barley, including
the vital phosphates (grown
in the grain) "provides true
nutrition for body and brain,
and it has a delicious taste.
Trial tells..

"There's a Reason"

"

'Vj

We particularly recommend Styleplus Clothes.
1

-

After you have seen them
you will want to know how it

aw;
vs.
.

is possible to get
cut in. correct style,
all-wo- ol

Grocers

everywhere

thistruhtwortby food.
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1. A,

accomplishment is the
triumph of the oldest and
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clothes.

Spring opening, open house
come in our midst. Come!

The Palace
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you will be wel...

Clothing-C- o.

BEN LEWIS, Prop.

.

TUru

you these great values in

g

of uili.es,
W. T.

largest clothing makers in the
world. They specialize oil this
special suit. It's worth; your
while to know Styleplus.Try
a suit this spring and be better
dressed for less money
No
other store in town can show

Spring cravats, spring hats, spring
underwear-veiythinfor the man's
and young man's fancy.

-

iuut-n-

d

trimmed, all for the low price

ico.
Leopoldo Contreras, for regent of
school of mines.
G. A,-- Richardson, of Roswell, for

For regent of th

fabrics,
hand-tailore-

excellently lined and

Gregory "i Moore, for the board of
pharmacy.
G. L. Brooks, of Albuquerque, and
W. Vn Hay don, of Las Veaas, for regents of the University of New Mex-

Willi'-

'"'

w

Even if you don't need a new suit come
in and just look.
0C
Everything that Dame Fashion has decreed for Spring 13 is here waiting- for
your watchful eye.

(

director of the state insnae asylum.
The following "appointments were
rejected:
For the board of education: C. M.
Light, of Silver City.
For the ixrard cf pharmacy: B.
Ruppe, of Albuquerque.
For regent, of the normal univerD. Tillman, of Sierra
sity.

wmmMm?

English and Scotchy cheviot effects; plain and fancy
serges. In blues, grays and mixed colors; in extreme,
English or conservative models.

Welfare

FOOD
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Many a Han's

Grape-Nut- s
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FADS AND
FASHIONS

You Will Like

YOU!
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OPTIC

CALIFORNIA

This elegant Rogers'
V: Silver Spoon

-
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SOCIETY DIRECTORY
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CHAPMAN
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RATES

FOR

CLASSIFIED

jnu. 2, A. F. 4.
Regular communication first and
third Thursday in
each month. Visiting
brothers cordially in
vited. Win. P. Milis.
H. S .Van Petten, Secretary.

A

COLUMN

'

j

ADVER-

W. M.,

TISEMENTS

A.

centa per line each Insertion. LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
KNIGHTS TEMPLAR
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
conclave sec d Tuee-.un- r
No ad to occupy lesa apace than two
day in each month at Maline. All advettls menu charged
sonic Temple at 7:30 p. m. G. H.
will be booked at space actually set,
KInkeL p.
without regard to number of word.
C; Chas. Tamme, Recorder.
Cash In advance preferred.
LAS VEGA8
AL ARCH

CHAPTER

OPTIC'S

I

4xViaOVl-

TTI'fjfU VTr.;

silk. It la quite loose and is embroid- 1 8
wed heavily in a Bulgarian design,
A
'
but not In colors. Under it a very!
J, t', f Vy W
lo
i J iH t fcilt-- 'u'.lo cntt cash anolrrina
t
oo;f'lv ltimtteil at one awe tOard tnei ''Ti1'''ll'n(, hut It was throiiffli her
nieinlmlon tlmt. so many y,.,mK. expectant
tin cmnfnrt ana mousing
back, and falls in ion? ends, finished "1"ll"',s
"lls fanning ri'inody.
,
ith heavy tassels. The waist worn; uhrr's
is
,iH.m1 oxtornnily to
1lM!
iMl'nien, stomncli mul Iwaxta, allays
under the bolero is Of thin while pill:
nil pain, nvnlils nil nausea, and prevruta
rope, very loose and formless, with cuMiik f the hrraxts.
u 'I'liiy and wonderfully
full sleeves gathered into a cord ati
I'ernills the museles t. expand wllh.mt tlio
the depth of a dropped armhole, and main cm the llpimenu, and prepares the
into a loose band a little above!);;'"
lll""Ki;i.v that the crisis la passed
slightest distress. Thus
the wnst. The Kkirt is draped in long there need he no such thing as dread or fear.
No hetler nor mere rheerlnt; advlee ean,
folds, crossing both baek and front.
he jriven the oxpeetant mother than to
Combinations of contrasting mateShe will
the use of Mother's Friend.
eoiirau-from the lienlnulntf. The dnys
rials are increasingly Bhown. In one lake
he
will
cheerful, the nlshts restful. Thus
model four fabrics were employed,) the health Is preserved, the mind ia in
and the period is an unending one.
repose
Chinese blue brocaded crepe, black, of quiet,
Joyful anticipation.
You can oMnin Mother's Friend of any
satin, lace d'AngMerre. and hlack vel-- l
dniKclsf
a bottle. Do not forget
Vet. This multlnlieitv nf fohrW to nor nenlectat to$l.(h
be supplied with this preatest
ever
devised lor motherhood.
It is
found in wraps also. Dolly Varden remedy
Write at once to Bradtield Regu1rfnted cotton materials are shown unfailing.
lator Co., 133 Lamar Kldg., Atlanta, ;a.,
fn combination with white. A French fur their very Interesting and Instructive
hook of advice for
mothers.

'vC
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THE OLD RELIABLE

BAIN WAGON

e

If you are interested send for our 41
Illustrated Catalogue,
sent only upon request. Address
f O. Kf.ti 326, Station C Loe Angelee,
Cl.

W.-Ha-

RegUar con
vocation first Monday In
each month at Masonic
Temple at 7:30 p. m. H.
B. Hubbard, H. P.; F. O.
Blood, Secretary.

LOCAL TIME CARD
EAST BOUND
No.
No.
No.
No.

tron; Mrs. Agnes Tripp, Secretary.
Telephone Main 329.

No.
No.
No.
No.

9:10
4
11:05
8
2:05
10.... 1:45
2

1....
3
7

9

Depart
p. m
p. m
a. m
p. m

WEST BOUND
1:20 p. m
6:10 a. m
4:20 p. m
6:35 p. m

a

1:45
6:15
4:30
7:00

fii

"
'

street.

retary.

FOR RENT Six room house, good lo
cation. Call 716 Seventh street

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
COUN
NO. 804. Meets second and
fourth Thursday in O. R. C. Hall,

cil

FOR RENT

Pioneer building.
Visiting members are cordially invited. Richard
Devlne, G. K.; Frank Angel F. S.

Eight room stone house.
modern conveniences. Apply 920
Gallinas.

FOR

RENT Modern
Ninth street

511

furnished flat,

F. LAS VEGAS LODGE NO.
every Monday evening at
their hall on Sixth street All visiting brethren cordially invited to at
tend. F. D. Fries, N. G.;
Gus
Lehman, V. G.; T. M. Elwood,

I. O. O.

For Sate
FOR SALE Piano and player, with
100 selections. China
pubbard, dining room table and refrigerator. 16
Grand avenue.
FOR SALE Gentle driving mare, al
so harness and buggy. 716 Seventh

street

FOR SALE Cheap, few fresh milk
cows. J. Detterick, Phone
Purple
5353.

Secretary; Karl Wertz, Treasurer;
Hedgcock, cemetery trustea.

C. V.

B.

p. O. ' ELKS

Meets second and
fourth Tuesday evening of each
month Elks home on Ninth street
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothers are cordially Invited. P. D.
Exalted Ruler; B. W. Condon, Secretary.

BABY CHICKS

Fine purebred sin
gle and Rose Comb Reds, Barred
Rocks, 10 cts. Mrs. Geo. Tudor,
Osage City, Kan,

FOR SALE OR TRADE for cattle, 2
Studebaker wagon. Phono Main
3--

,

454.

FOR SALE Baby chicks and eggs
for hatching. C. W. Wesner,' phone
Main 454.

n
n

ATTOKSKYN
HUNKER & HUNKER
George H. Hunker Chester A. Hun

State of Ohio, city of Toledo,
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that'
he is senior partner of the firm of F.
J. Cheney & Co., doing business In
the City of Toledo, County and State
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each and every case of Catarrh that cannot be cured by the use
of HALL'S CATARRH CURE.
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Sworn to before me and subscribei
In my presence, this 6th day of December, A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON,
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Inter
nally and acts directly upon the
blood and mucous surfaces
of the
system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for constl
pation. Adv
You can say goodbye to constipation with a clear conscience If you
use Chamberlalnls Tablets. Many
have been permanently cured by their
use. For sale by all dealers. Adv.

RETAIL PRICES
2,000 lbs. or More,
lbs. to 2,000
200 lbs. to 1,000
60 lbs. to
200
Less than 50 lbs.

1,000

Each Delivery

ba, Each Delivery
lbs., Each Delivery
lbs., Each Delivery
Each Delivery

20c per 100
per 1M
30c per 100
40c per 100
50c per 100

...25c

lbs.

lb.
lbs.
lbs.
lbs.

AGUA PURA COMPANY
Harvesters, Storers, and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity sea
Lasting Qualities ot Which Have Made Las Vegas Famous.
OFFICE 701 DOUGLAS AVENUE

FOR

SALE

Household
fiimitnr
1203 Sixth street. Mrs. Fred West- -

Lo&l
lay
Optic.

V,

Gold signet ring, enamel In
II. S. 13. Reward. Leave at

IsIIsGeliatsemts
SHORTHAND,
private lessons in
G. C. Landon, 1019
Gregg.
Sixth
street. Phone Main 439.

Sole Agents

p.

n

For Rent

LOST

Gross, Kelly

p.

ll

'

& Co.

p. m

a.

in

FOR SALE High graa6 Rhode Is- ianj' Red eggs for setting. $1 for
13
Guaranteed. P M. Nnrthnm

y

n

9:16 p.
11:05 p". n
2:10 a.
2:10 p. m

erman.

expectant

Do You W ant to Reduce the Cost of Living?

Mteis second an I
fourth
Thursday evening eaeJ
month at W. o.
VlslUni
brothers cordially Invited. Dr. M
W. Hout, Dictator:
J. Thornhtii
Secretary.

waited

I

buk-jje-

L. O. O. MOOSE

Attorneys-at-LaMODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
Las
New Mexlac
Vegas.
Meet In the Forest of brotherly
love at Woodmen of the World hall,
To rent a modern house
DENTISTS
on the second and fourth Fridays
of not less than seven rooms, Ad
of
8
each
month at
dress, giving location and price,
p. m. C. H.
Box 171.
Stewart Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. DR. E. L. HAMMOND, DENTIST
Crockett Building.
Visiting members are especially
Office Telephone
Main
WANTED Girl of general housework.
welcome and cordially invited.
House Telephone
Main
Mrs. E. D. Raynolds, 1051 Seventh
street.
J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 541
DR. F. B. HUXMANN
I. O. of B. B. Meets
every first
Dentist
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
Dental work of any description
rooms of Temple Montefiore at 8
moderate prices.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are Room 1
FOR RENT Four room furnished
Center Block. Tel. Main 13
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
cottage, barn, 7 acres of land. Also
East Las Vegas, N. M.
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec
three room cottage. 417 Eighth

m.

self-tone- d

Harry Martin,
and Seal.

Building, Los Angeles.

J

Gidnia Tais

Visltlaj
cord)
ally invited. Chat
Liebacbner, Chai
ceilor Commands!
Keeper of Record
Knights ar

NO. 3, ROY-

Proprietor for local mercantile business selling standard
BROTHERHOOD
NO.
goods paying 100 per cent profit. FRATERNAL
102 Mees every Monday
Our little automatic stores get the
night at
O. R. C. Hall, on Douglas, avenue.at
business. A surprisingly small in8 o'clock.
vestment will start you in a pros
are
Visiting
J. C. Wertz,
cordially welcome.
perous business which has made
others independent Reserved your
president; J. T. Buhlor secretary;
C. H. Bally, treasurer.
home town. Write today. U. S
Automatic Sales
Co., Hellman

I

j

Monday er
in
Castli

Hall.

MASONS

PANSFORD CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third
Fridays
at 7:30 p. m. Id Masonic Temple,
Mrs. J. O. Rutledge, Worthy Ma-

WANTED

ALBUQUERQUE

.VI

L

Wanted

B

S

MAIN

NUMBER,

V

Mtets

THIAS
ery
ning

1

OF

Arrive

'

Du-lut-

NO. .

KNIGHT8

Five

fis-'iier- s

ALL GROCERS

LODGE

DORADO

M.

forget-me-not-
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RESTAURANT-A-

SHORT ORDERS AND REGULAR DINNERS
THE. BEST GOODS OBTAINABLE ALWAYS HANDLED

i

I!

Because there you will have a
chance to succeed. There ClNew York, March l.". The import- model has a coat of the flowered stuff
if you use
imate, soli and water, in coners hare given quite interesting ex- with a skirt of white trimmed with
junction with intelligent labor,
hibitions of the latest models for buttons covered with the material of
work wonders. A'falfa, fruits,
EMPRESS
ppring and summer wear and among the coat A, little close fitting hat of
garden truck, poultry, and daiwith
two
bunches
the
some
are
them
tight
materials,
exceedingly attractive
FLOUR
I
ry products point the way to
creations.
Thtre is still a strong of tiny rosebuds goes with the cosmore than a mere living.
thejtume.
tendency noticeable to retain
Turkish method of draping full skirts Evening gowns for young women
It 's giving you
COLONIST EXCURSIONS
iS
toward the front insteadf of toward are generally white or cream, yet
dofor
a
MARCH 15 to APRIL 15
present
made! seme only recently made by famous
thefcacky although an effort was
8second-clas- s
1913.
Then one-waing something
last autumn to reverse the fashion, designers are of cherry panne, without
Las
from
a
tickets
after!
Vegas
train, and exceedingly pretty and
however without success. Yet,
ycu 'd do any
to Los Angeles San Francisco,
all, it Is quite possible that the next interesting; not at all heavy or cold,
way when you
San Diego and to many other
Skirts for young girls' frocks, par
few weeks will see the last of skirts
learn
how
$
Much
points In California will be
the
are
for
those
drawn
tojticularly
evening,
that have all their fullness
sold for $30.00. Corresponding
the middle front of the waist line by almost entirely untrimmed. Tunics
BeferEMPRESS J
fare from points on other lines
Meats. The line is not good and not are reserved for older women. A
FLOUR i caU$ is.
in connection with the Santa
even the most expert artist in drapery pretty way to finish off such virgin
Fe
Liberal stopover priviMade by GER- can make it attractive except in a simplicity is to have embroidery about
leges.
licm
some
of
the
the
skirt
of
flower,
few rare cases.
MANFROCESS J
Three fast trains daily from
de-- .
etc ,
say Marguerites,
During the past two months the
1
Las
COUPON
tourist
ONE
FROM
carry
Vegas
in
the
natural colors,
showed a desire to. drop the
cars.
chair
FLOUR AND
EMPRESS
and
free
s'teepers
to
of
The
and
it
sashes,.
arrangement
in
front
pull
low
girdles,
up
drapery
STAMPS
riVE
meals.
Harvey
the middle of the back on bias lines, belts or shaped bands well below the
BRINGS YOU THE
For tickets, reservations, in
Jt '
across the knees. The only discon- normal waistline is a new style which
SPOON
IT 'S
formation and copy
is
was
At
fear
of
(he
this
rapidly
becoming
feature
prominent.
certing
GENUINE WM.
Balor
of
seen
on
"San Joaquin Val- first this style was
only
that it would lead to the buckle
ROGERS &.
&ow
on
in
blouses.
kan
buckle
stiff
a
of
effect
appear
they
at least the
ley" folaer, apply o
SONS'
A A
smart
After
afternoon
of
the
end
frocks,
the
at
spine.
evening
50rs
drapery
STANDARD
D. L. BATCHELOR, Agent
ail, the majority of women can wear and street dresses. The girdle waicn
SILVER
waistline
on
the
models
finishes
LAS VEGAS.
the
theso
la
fullness
its
has
that
drapery
PLATE
liaek at the waist line far better than extends about two inches above and
BEAUTIFUL
they can wear drapery arranged the several inches helow the waist. It
other way. As for the pannier, there almost appears as a skirt yoke. Even(STERts no longer doubt of Its popularity. ing gowns have soft sashes of tulle,
LING) FINISH
3t may not be placed exactly at the creep or ribbon loosely arranged sevMEXICO
FEDERATION Of
kips and it may not be stiffened out eral inches below the normal waistline
EMPRESS
;
in an extreme fashion, but it is pres- in a crushed girdle effect, ending at
cs.n be ob- ent in some form or fashion on many the left hip. Long ends fall nearly to
the skirt edge.
it the new frocks.
tained in this city from
Witi It has came in the Watteau Rhinestone ornaments are used on
2leat and Its Imitator called the skirts to loop up drapery and to hold
$
straight panel from shoulder to knees sashes In place at the foot of the
MAIICII
27
t(
24
banging frpe of the waist and made skirt. Big bowknots are most effec- - occasion is the annual championship
of the soiijp material but edged with'tive. Sometimes the skirt drapery is tournament of the International Bowlanother. W hen this panel Is used It composed of soft ribbon and the net ing association, which has its formal
is held down to the figure with the together held by the rhinestones is opening tonight. Fourteen new alleys
partem sash which cross-- 3 the hips at charming.
have been provided for the championIt EDUCED FAKE
Velvet is combined in every posThe side, lifts up to the waist ill front
ship contests and every detail. of the
JiTid is loosely knotted below the waist sible way with thin stuffs for summer
sucmost
to
the
arangements points
frocks. One of the most novel uses cessful tournament in the history of
in the back.
From Las Vegas to Albuquerque
Practically all the suits shown at shows a wide velvet hem set under of the association.
and Return
'he recent openings were conspicuous- a flounce of needlework embroidery
Many delegations of bowlers have
Tickets on sale March 23 to 26
ly trimmed with Hmttons of original which edges the skirt of a lingerie already arrived In town and many
inclusive.
shapes and colors. Sometimes, as In gown. The velvet, of cerise, is used others are expected to show up early
'lie case of a ratine frock In sulphur also for girdle and for touches about next week. The entry list this year
Final return limit March 29
(;llow. the large ball buttons matched the bodice.
The whole effect is rich shows nearly one hundred teams' from
For tickets and information about
the cloth in color. Contrasting ones and interesting and could be develop- Minneapolis and St. Paul alone. Othtrain service apply to
were also used, especially of black and ed in any color.
er entries are from Chicago, Milwau
white with a colored suit They were
The popular white brocaded silk is kee, Dubuque, Winnipeg, Omaha,
D. L. BATCHELOR, Agent
ii.'ierally displayer on almost every effectively made up in a plain shirt
Sioux City, Superior and other
Las Vegas
skirt shown.
waist with' box plaited frtmt closing of cities of the northwest and Canada.
All these skirts had drapery, but it bright colored
satins cerise, blue,
was of a restrained sort in the wool yellow and green and matching glass
AN EPIDEMIC OF COUGHING
materials. The kind that crosses in buttons for front and cuff fastenings, is sweeping over the town and young
PILLS
the front or at the side, leaving the Collars and cuffs of colored satin are and old a.re alike affected. Foley's CHICHESTER
It RAM.
skirt open to considerably above the also used In combination with the Honey and Tar Compound is a quick,
Atk your UruggUt far
IaiHl
4
Diamond HrandnA
safe and reliable family medicine for
1'llUin Ked nd Hold mctaltiAV
ankie, was a charactertistic of several colored plait
and colds. A. S. Jones, of
boxes, sealed with Blue Ril bon.
coughs
owns. One of shepherd's plaid was
TaLe no otHer. Rur of Tour V
White silk stockings, embroidered Lee Pharmacy, Chlco, Calif., says.
Ask for I'll
S
IMAiiOM) IIKAN1 1I U,s, ft
open In front half way to the knee, in colors, with gold and silver thread "Foley's Honey and Tar Compound
years known as Best, Safest, Always Keliahln
"With this was worn a cuataway coat intermingled with the color, show the has no equal, and I recommend it as
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE
fit black satin. The slit is really nec- demands for rhinestone trimming. The containing no narcotics or other
harmful properties. O. G. Schaefcr
essary, as the skirt is so narrow below centers of the flowers so elaborately and Red Cross Drug Co. Adv.
PETER P.'MACKEL
the knees that walking would he im- formed are composed of tiny, bright
CLEVELAND MEMORIAL SERVICE.
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
possible if it were closed all around. stones.
In some cases the drop skirt also is
FLORENCE FAIRBANKS.
ni'lwooi FlnlghlDi?, Pfcper Hanrln
Caldwell, N. J., March 15. Appro
made extremely narrow, but is slit up
md aiming,
priate exercises are to be held here
BOWLING TOURNEY
tomorrow evening in celebration of
in the back where the opening will
estimate Cheerfully Given,
not show. In this way a surprising
.Minneapolis. Minn.. Morch 15. An the birthday
aid Plaza
Old Town
anniversary of Presi
se of movement is given, while the army of tenpin knights 'invaded Min- - dent Grover Cleveland who was born
effect of extreme narrowness la re. neapolis today and will retain pos in Caldwell, March 18 1837. The ex
Children are much more likely to
session of the city until March 24. The ercises will also mark the success contract the contagious diseases when
tained.
ful culmination of the efforts of the they have colds. Whooping cough,
One of the season's novelties is a
con
scarlet fever
Grover Cleveland Birthplace Memor diphtheria, are diseases that and
sleeveless Russian blouse, somewhat
are often
sumption
ial Association to found a national contracted when the child has
reminiscent of the jumper so popular
a
memorial here In honor of the late cold. That is why ail medical au
a few years ago. It reappears in this
thorities say beware of colds. For
changed guise now in figured silks, or
About Babies president. The association has ac- the
quick cure of colds you will find
Old
Manse
or parsonage
some of the
hrocades. The
quired the
better than Chamberlain's
nothing
'
'rimming is of ornamental buttons, Ha a large Circle of Listeners Who Prof- of the Presbyterian church, where Cough Remedy. It can always be de
it
Her
Wiidom
and
by
Experience.
Mr. Cleveland was born, and will pended upon and is pleasant and safe
and there is a contrasting belt or
to take. For sale by all dealers. Adv.
In almost nny settlnd community thorp's convert It Into a memorial library,
?lrdle. It is worn over a thin waist,
a jrrnmima who knows Mother's Friend.
to
is
unlike
the
be
put Not only Is sue reminiscent of her own
and,
jumper,
m or off as if It were a coat.
A sleeveless bolero is a feature of a

LOuBV

AUTOMOBILE,

CARRIAGE

AHO

SIGN PAINTING
N. O.

HERMAN

429 GRAND AVE.

ANT Ads
Are Best

Market Finders
Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
those who MIGHT BUY the particular thing is worth most

That property you want to sell Is WORTH MOST v,o someoa
who reads the ads. In this newspaper and would never hoar ol
your property unless It were advertised here.
Others, who read and ana er ads. in this newspaper want (aad
are anxious to pay cash for) books, automobi!, used
machinery
and furniture, articles of ttsafulness of any sort, and musical instruments.
,
As the classified ads. are read by all possible buye:s, of all
sible aorta of things, they have come to be finders of the beat

pos-

il
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very large income for a woman work- - (stand ready to come bak to Eautzer- d
on call. The Swu rpuVlic, on- - ft
er in this country, the heads of
ious millinery firms in the West end t der its present military organization,
ft t
r: i
iVi"m men
have been busy explaining that such ; could put iiito the f.
salaries are very exceptional in the in 24 hours and 2;,K' in 4i boars.
d
of the government's revetrade. Numberless women, attract- London, March 15 The efficiency
on military subjects.
nues
are
iorwaxa
the
pay,
ed
s;;nt
brougnt
high
by
for
Britout
will
boi
idea
the
carrying
of the roval flvini? corns of the
ISO a In case of supreme necessity, the gov-- ,
to
draw
their
Qualifications
ish army 18 seriously threatened be- he arranged.
j
week for designing hats, but the mil- - era men experts to iie able to place
cause of the exclusivenees of certain
1Iners
categorically they had no 275,000 men under arms within a
Harvey Stapleton's pride in the
English service clubs, and unless the
week.
room
for
them.
clubs recede from their position, the possession of a gold medal presented
The French, cabinet ha3 adopted a
U1B
i
j
to
him
l.v
ton
iha
the
of
hri,
corps bids fair to Ik? deprived
.
... rnmins- - headgear is adept in the de-- measure extending the term of service
.
.
,
h
services of some o the most able av grooms wnom ne nas serveo as uesi
'gningr of new shapes and In the in the army from two to three years;
r,,,i ta, in
ators in England. The corps needs nan hflR
'
ready-to-wea- r
blending of soft materials of exgnis- this adds something over 2O0.:.KM) men
flyers, and to get them it has haj the presentation was made .public, on e
coloring. She and her colleagues to the peace footing of the army.!
to take in civilians and give them the Account nf an nvnlMnohft nf
never
take a needle into tneir nanas, "Every Frenchman," said M. Cheron,i
Ladies and Misses Spring Coats
5.'0 to 16.75
new
This
criticism.
rank
perrank of officers.
the actual work to lower official analyst of the appropriations
leaving
One woman avers that while Mr.
mits the civilian to join clubs pre&
Dresses in Sedges
Wool dallies
7.00 to 18.50
paid assistants. They are born art committee of the chamber of deputies.
viously open to army officers only, Stapieton may have established a
work
and
a
their
recent
If
in
"must
their
at
in
address,
line,
ists
Dresses in Ginghams asd Linen Suitings
2.00 to 3.75
and it is to this condition that the record, he has not made himself an ta
moment fix his attention np-- i
frowned with success they may
clubs object. The newly created of- ideal. She declares with scorn that
&
Dresses in Voils, Lace
Embroiders
7.50 to 12.50
attain an income of from on the miiltary activity on the other
ficers insist on their rights, and the the medal winner should have been ' eventually
18
e 6ide of tke frontier." He then com- a
Tbis
J"earto
t10.00
,
Ladies
white and colored Waists
.65 to 6.50
clubs declare they will resist the in- given a leather instead of a gold
in the pard Germany's expenditure on her'
Lndon
vasion.
medal, and continuing she says: pay of the
Petticoats
.60 in 5.50
Silk, Satin and Gingham
in Paris the pro- army with the expenditures of France
The royal flying corps will possess "Fancy a man going about for years millinery line, but
The luring the past ten years. The cofct
more
remunerative.
is
fession
&
Wool
Cotton
Ladies
Skirts
in
1.00 to 11.00
a total of one hundred eroplanes by like that, taking part in other peofirm of hat of the German army had augmented
a
the end of next month. The total ple's weddings and never having one' head designer of Paris
&:
White
Childrens
Colored
Dresses
25 to
and acomplished constantly until now it was double j
4.75
a man going makers, a young
will include the machines purchased of his own. Fancy
a salary of J20.000 a that of France. Next year, tinder the '
draws
widow,
war
office
Voice
and
the
by the
admiralty about for years singing, 'The
new German law, the outlay on the
at the aero show; the 24 machines that flreathed O'er Eden and then year.
io Yards 15c
would be fl00,0"'i00 more than
army
of the army type now being delivered being content to go on living In lodgwar
A
15.
for
March
France.
of
that
passion
by outside constructors, and the ma- ings, untouched by the romance and j Paris,
Stevens Crash
the
The new German military bill will
chines actually in use at the Central poetry of it ail. I should think the seems to be sweeping over all
10
Balkan
The
add 84,000 recruits to the army, giving
of Europe.
Flying school on Salisbury Plain, the presence of such a Person would cast countries
fcWl.OOO
men, excluding offiI amines hate found a field of expos- a total of
a eloom ..ver anv wedding
naval flying headquarters at
Embroideries
3 yds for 25c
to
but
cers.
countries
this France, inheir
r
Comjiared
militancy,
and the Royal Aircraft factory ure I do net see how anv e'rl ouid !Bin
are expend- - cluding the latest numerical Increase.
at Farnborough.
expect her best friends to be brides-- 'lch have not this vent
warlike
in
prepare-- t has a tola of D7S,7t3 men in her army
their
energies
With this number of macnines soon maids, when there was to be an tin--1 iP
Uons. The small states are involved 'on a peace footing, excluding officers.
in hand the question of personnel has dertaker like that for best man."
American Lady Corsets
ieuuallv with the greater powers, and
again become a problem. There are
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Austria.
French
to
the
waking
Germany,
opinion
France,
tip
today
not enough men in the army and
gave a dinner
Queen Alexandra
Model
that Germany, in the sphere of
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navy with sufficient knowledge and March 7 at Marlborou:;h House to all sia, Belgiub and
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3. 50 for
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to man the members of the royal family in ir.g serious count of their military military aeronautics, is leaving France
experience of aeronautics
i'or
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rear.
4.00
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2.00
j badly in the
these craft, and so th corps had to celebration of the fiftieth anniversary preparedness.
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2.25 for
1.53
Belgium is raising her army from a: General Lacrolx and a number of
go outside for civilian flyers and of her arrival in England to become
H'O.uoO to 150,000 men. 'other eminent strategists unite ia
51 Stout 2.50 for
1.75
give them army rank. The friction the wife of the then prince of Wales. war footing of
de Broqueville, the Belgian daring that Fiance has nothing to
As a bride Princess Alexandra left
with the clubs is particularly acute
'
of war, in concluding a speech show against Germany s aerial
minister
on account of some men who had her native land, the first Danish
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this
a
subject before the Belgian sen; but a fleet of penny steamers
do
to
such
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ing visits to Margate, Sheerness
enthusiasm
Southend she landed at Gravesend der the shadows of the great statesman entirely unwarraned
The admiralty is inquiring of motor and took train for London where a the minister declared, and Belgium for those machines, and a correspondmust put forth great exertions to pro- ing dit'iiaragement of dirigibles. Genboat owners round the coast whether tremendous welcome awaited her.
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her frontiers should her neigh- eral Lacroix holds that the opposition
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form
wedding
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be
prepared
they
to
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each
other.
fall
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dirigibles
upon
quite
in
St George's chapel, boring powers
auxiliary motor boat resesrve for celebrated
lore being put absolutely out of ao- The most important newspapers of wrong; the supple type of airship
service during the war. It is pointed Windsor Castle, and was followed by
.
tion.
by the French military author
out that there are many ways in general celebrations in every city and Switzerland are publishing the official
notices of the government warning ities is, from the military point of;
which motor boats could serve as town of the country.
51,050 FELLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR DOOR
Shis
a' alocS
risky, a pin prick!
Swiss citizens residing in European view, exceeding
auxiliaries to the fleet. They would
COaStS 0f Fmce m Ioss WfcaUler are
Since a recent court action reveal- countries to hold themselves in readi- sufficing .to destroy them. Airships to
be extremely valuable for scouting
have the benefit of a new wireless
evof the German rigid type, with their
and for carrying messages. The au- ed the fact that a certain London ness to return immediately in the
j "cwmpass"
which win enable them
thorities are now in communication woman milliner has been receiving a ent of war, and Swiss living in the several compartments, are capable of
MCertain.
automatically, :
be-ito
with the leading motor boat clubs, salary of $4,000 a year, considered a United States have been requested to withstanding considerable damage
tneir corect position, and so steer a
'
safe course.
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p The wireless "compass" permits the
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y lion on small islands off the harbor:
l of Brest. Signals from this chain oi
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstmicsr
h shore points will be sent automatical-- ;
.1
show you.
a ly at regular intervals whenever fog
prevails, and a vessel equipped with
the receiving "compass'' will be able
Antomoblle &
Co
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place ow origin of those warnings. On
"V'balen. & Fowler Prtps
Pbjne Main 344.
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You will find in stock a larger assortment
of the following
goods:
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See our 5,

I

& 15c

i

East-churc-

31.00

h

Silkolines

I2c quality

1

j

6 L srge

tak-;fa-

35c

Beth Towels

$L40

crui-prince-

i

atti-ruar-

1

CELLERS DRY GOODS STORE

pay-Uibl-

un-jde-

The Store That Sellw for Les
I

:

f

T AF
il
11 Jt

537

1

.

'

Hactlne

LasJiVeps

j

J

;

that

this

33

i

!

Less

3

(

N

Every dollar you spend now in our store is worth one third more than

Sweaters
Hats

Suits
Overcoats
Underwear

Caps
Shoes

,

Socks
Collar

Trunks
Suit Cases

In fact every article in the store goes for
1--

3

Per Cent Less

i

1

E. Las Vegas,
lew Mexico

A

MESSAGE

TO

RAILROAD

MEN

p

f
1

V

J

i

Grips

33

j

j

Gloves

Pajamas
Bath Robes

The public administrator of Paris, i is
has just sold the property of iiajorif
General Alexandre Dumas for the ben- - '
efit of the general's wife.
General Dumas, who had retired
from the army after 40 years of not- - j a
able service, chiefly In the colonies, jjj
left his residence in the Paris sub- - j a
1 ' urbs one afternoon 16 months ago, 2
and has not been heard of since. He
His wife
disappeared completely.
waited for months, and inquired tor
her husband In practically every conn- - J
try in the world, but particularly in
the French colonies where he had
served so many years of his life. No
news of the old soldier has been received, and now the police, at the request of the wife, have officially
that the general "left Paris
without communicating his plans to
anv one. abandoning a pension of
$2,0 a year." The sale of his property followed.

Electric Light
is the ideal
illu mi neurit.
Hqlvc your
home wired

a

i

f

li

OW.

Las Vegas Light
& Power Co.

Min

206
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sends out this warning to railroaders y
i everywhere.
'My wori as cocauctori
causea a c:.:o:c lciamnsuuE or t.:c
kidsevs and I was ir.isers.h2e acd a'l!
Kl Izvr P;"s p;T
WOMAN
riayed out From tie day I banj MANY A SUFFERING tlrc--.-'-i
fcr
Dra? ber.f
t. ir.e Fo'ey KSdBey I'l'.'e I beeaa to
.
tj'k-.-etntafrom backtce,
bb1 I us. W.w&ly
'
.':-jIrib tbin I bava bt-- n U 7 tfcit I
tervcJSSfcss, to2 tors c'.
j
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iA
f rest Ikv.
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Try a dram of Old Taylor
at the Opera Bar. Adv.

0:52

We do all classes of Dry Clean-

ing in Ladies' and Men's goods,
Kid Cloves, Laces, etc.

In-

disposed yesterday, is seriously 111 to
day with an attack of penumonia.

hATS CLEANED
AND BLOCKED

Special Twenty per cent discount
this week on all finished and stamped
art goods. 5, 10 and 25 Cent Store.
20c
U-5- 0

100 pounds

-

Sugar

5

L0

IS pounds Sugar
4

Coffee

30c

Bulk Coffee

25c

packages

Good

BEST FLOUR MADE
SO

pounds Cream

53 pounds
3 boxes
2

package

n

Adv.

package crackers

25o

Miearoni, Vermicelli or Spaghetti

15o

It will pay you to take advantage of this.
J.

If you haven't received pur special
will gladly send
you one. Ike Davis, Cash Grocer.

list phone us and we

Discount on other goods

5

Public Sale At Erb and Wester-mafarm, Tuesday, March 18. Horses, mules, seed, farming implements
and household goods at your own
price. Don't forget the date.
Send us your name and street number and we will put you on our mailing list Ike Davis, Cash Grocer.

Loaf...."

Lily

lC--c

Adv.

80c

pounds Good Potatoes

50

Finch's Golden Wedding nye, aged
in the wood. Direct from the distil
lery to you. At the ixbby, of course.

H. STEARNS

Adv.

The Ladies' Altar society of the
Church of the Immaculate Conception
will give a Five Hundred party in the
O. R. C. hall on the evening of March
27.

Our new spring stock is now completed and we are holding a special
sale on seven-fifttailored hats for
five dollars. Also a nice line for
three-fiftin misses' children's hats,
dollars. Mrs. A.
originally five
Standish.
y

CRYSTAL BUTTER. I
pasteurize; a cream
--

IS MADE FROM

ASK YOUR.

GROCER

IT SATISFIES

CRYSTAL CREAMERY Co
j3 L

Mil D- W & O B

MOST HEAT FOR YOUR MONEY

SWASTIKA COAL
WHOLESALE AN-

Cf
-

"

RETAIL

The suit of the

Anderson Mica
Miia
Manufacturing company and S. B.
Rohrer was tried before the court
in chambers and yesterday, after
fuii hearing, the court dismissesd the
case against the Topeka company and
Mr. Rohrer.
Mining

company

vs. Topeka

This morning at the T. M. C. A.
Manager Roney of the Roney Boys'
Concert company gave the junGr
class of that institution a short talk
on various things that are instrumental in making a boy what he
should be. Mr. Roney placed special
emphasis on the politeness of the
boy and also kindness. His talk was
interesting and Mr. Roney left a
good impression with the juniors.
The junior boys were a littel bashful about singing for the Roney Boys,
but finally were persuaded to do so,
after which the Roney Boys rendered several selections.
Yesterday afternoon the Sunday
class of the First Methodist
Episcopal church of which Mrs Byron J. Read is president, gave a sewing party In honor of Mrs. J. M. Morris, who leaves next week for Atlantic City, is. J. The party, which
was held at the home of Mrs. Claude
Straussen, was an enjoyable one, all
of the members of the class being
present. Delicious refreshments were
served by Mrs. Straussen during the
Those
afternoon.
present were
Mrs. Byron J.
Mrs. J. M. Morris,
Read, Mrs. Carl Wertz, Mrs. M. L.
Stutzman, Mrs. C. H. Oarscallen,
Mrs. Speicher, Mrs. F. C. Prager,
Mrs. L. P. Lyster, Mrs. F. B. Snell- ing, Miss Lyman of Watrous andl
Mrs. J. H. Swallow.
school

At The Heme of i!ie Best of Everything EalafilB

SPEGIAL GASH SiiLE
17th

MARCH 15th
lii.j pounds
50 pounds
23 pounds
100 po'ir.ds
IS rounds

18th

Potatoes
Potatoes
Potatoes
Sugar

$1.50
73
40
5.75
1.00

Sujrar

bars White Star Soap...
7 bars Ler.ox Soap
7 bars Tar Soap
2 boxes Toilet Soap
3 Armourita Toilet Soap
S Hb.
Pure Gloss Starch.
3 boUles of Blueing
1 sack Boss Patent Flour
1 sack Old Homestead Flour
3 paefcases of Ralston Self Raising Buckwheat Flour
1 down
,
Strictly Fresh Eggs.......
Standard Hams, per lb
Standard Bacon, per lb....
Large pails Pure Lard
M.iuma pails Pure Lard
Smtll pails Pure Lard
T

25

bo-se- s

TIE GRJUF

& HAYWARD

GREEKS ARE ANGRY.
Athens, Greece, March 15 Strong
the Bulgarians is
against
spreading icith great rapidity among
the Greek population. Only the strong
kasd of the sovernnent prevents a
violent outbreak.
The Irritation of. .the Greeks arises

CO.

"1

J

$1.50
1.40
25
'.

.20
20
.22
1.30
65
40

STORE

for

editorially
avarice. Pro- been
have
ceedings
begun against
several other persons for similar of- x
fenses. ,,
imprisonment

cornicing

':?

"Bulgarian

HELPED BROTHER; JAILED.
Omaha, Neb., March 15. Ernest
from Co K,a.;.2 claim to grtat Xolan, formerly a city detective of
c? erstwhile TurkSsU terrl-icrMemphis, Tenn., was today Indicted
vV,h Cr.
cox.5iJrt hers by j by the federal grand Jury, charged
rl;;ht c
villa f.t'.KjU: z to rescue bis troth-- i
V.'- - i,
T;
Chro- - er, L'ms Nolan, Irons Tclted Elate
"

xtrr-teke-
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Every

W oman

Is

Interested In Dress
approaching- when the wearers
must depend upon (he skill of
:

Do you know we do this
work, and lift a dress from the

common place to one that shows
taste and refinement and makes
the wearer seem daintily clad?

Oar Prices Are Popular

Las Veas Steam'

i

Laundry
I Lone fUm SI

617

Dcuglit Ave

PHONE MAIN
Don't forget

St

35

Patrick's dance at

F. B. Hall Monday the 17th.

Adv.

On account of the lateness of res
ular train No. 1 today a stub was run
from Albuquerque to La Junta. It
arrived on time. Train No. 10 also
was late today. , Beginning today an
extra section of train No. 4 will be
run. This second section will leave
California three times a week,
running
on Mondays, Thursday and Saturdays
This is due to the heavy traffic that
has started eastward.
RESOLUTIONS

OF RESPECT.

Resolutions adopted by East Las
Vegas Typographical Union No. 312:
Whereas, It has pleased our Heav
enly Father In His infinite wisdom
to call from our midst our
r,
Feliciano Mares; and
ares was an active
Whereas, Mr.
worker in the typographical union.
and esteemed by all who knew him;
be it
Resolved,
That East Las Vegas
Typographical UnioD No. 312, in its
mutual sorrow, extends to the bereaved family of the deceased its
most heartfelt sympathy and condolence; be it further
Resolved, That the charter of this
union be draped in memory of our
departed friend, that copies of this
memorial
be sent to the family,
spread on the pages of the minute
book and sent to The Typographical
Journal.
feliow-worke-

POLICE

ARE

BUSY.

Business has been brisk for the
police officers for the past few days.
The largest part of the trouble has
been caused by, honoes and others
who take the chance of beating the
railway company out of fare. Special
precaution is being taken to see that
all undesirables are moved on by all
the officials. i.mong the cases disposed of today , are the following:
Donaciano Martinez,
Felipe Perato
and Enrique Archuleta, arrested by
Chief of Police Ben Co'ies yesterday
afternoon for trespassing on railroad,
property, brought before Judge D.
R. Murray,
fined $3.50 each and
warned not to commit the offence
again or more serious charge would
be brought against them.
R. H. Hicks, arrested by Officer
Ed Ward Thursday on a charge that
has been placed against him at Albuquerque for beating his board bill
amounting to $44.85, was sent back
to Albuquerque today to face the
charge at the court at that place.
Jesus Romero, sheriff of Bernalillo
county, came in this anernoon and
will leave tonight
for Albuquerque
with the prisoner.

WOMAN HELPED BURGLAR.
March
San Francisco,
15. Evidence In the possession- - of the police
tending to connect Mrs. Kitty Pope,
now under arrest in Detroit, witn
the burglary committed by Owen,
Conn of Chicago, the "hundred thousand dollar burglar" will be presented to the grand jury, In order that
an indictment may be issued. The
Michigan law does not grant extradition except on indictment.. Mrs.
Pope was for a time Conn's compan-

ion here. He denied that she had
any share in his crimes, but the police believe oifferently.

and the season of the year is

the froncr for the "natty ap
pearance of her tub dresses.

Call and Deliver

IDSICAL SERVICES
AT BAPTIST CHURCH
REV.

GREEN

MR.

WILL

PREACH

SUBJECT "MISTAKES
AND REGRETS"

ON THE

In accordance with a custom established several weeks ago the) evening
fei'vkes at the First Baptist church
tomorrow will bo made more beautiful
through the agency of music. The
church orchestra and a number of
sliwrs will furnish a musical
I'ro '.am of merit. The pastor, Rev.
N. B. Gren, will preach a short sermon, his subject Ixsing "Mistakes and
Regrets." At the morning service
llc-v-.
Mr. Gra will preach upon th?
k jl.jwt, "Fk!i"iB of Mm."

HIE

A

LINOLEUM

IN VEGAS

The concert given last night at the
Duncan opera house by the Roney's
Boys was a most delightful affair.
The boys fufiy lived up to their remarkable reputation as singers ."and
entertainers.
A quartette composed
of first and Fecond soprano and first
and second alto sang several selections that were beautiful. The boys
voices are as sweet and pretty as
those of some of the more famous
female singers who have spent years
In perfecting natural talent under
master musicians.
Flute, violin and piccolo solos
were an Interesting and. beautiful
portion of the program, as was Mr.
Roney's talk descriptive of the training and travels of Ms young pupils.
Mr. Roney said he had been before
the public for 25 years with various
companies of boys under the name
"Roney's Boys. He said this would
be his last tour. Mr. Honey's boys
have always sung the highest class
music. Last night's program contained many selections of classic
timbre, but the boys handled them
with apparent ease.
Mr. Roney plays the accompani
ments. He is tn accomplished pian
ist and it was interesting to hear
and watch him play..

TO

PLEASE ALL

THEIR

EXCELLENT SINGING
BIG
AUDIPLEASED
THEY
ENCE LAST NIGHT.

BY

523 SIXTH STREET

Bour-

A. P. Moran, who was reported

Strictly Freah Eggs er dozen
100 pounds Good Potatoes

1913.

15,

PARISIAN
MY CLEANERS

Y-TUE-

Light automobile lamps
o'clock this evening.

MARCH

HONEY'S BOYS WON

LOCAL NEWS
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SATURDAY.
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COME IN AND SEE OUR.

choicest
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the lowest prices
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J. C. JOHNSEN
COMPLETE
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HOME

SON

(EL

FURNISHERS

Jefferson Raynolda, President.
Hallett Raynolds, Cashier.
H. Erie Hoke, Assasitaut Cashier.

E. D. Raynolds, Vice President.
S. B. Davis, Vice President

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
OF LAS VEGAS, N.

M

NEW PASTOR FAR THE
CHHISTIAN

CHURCH

Capital,

Surplus, and Undivided Profits $35,000

$100,000

k

Our Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Accommodation WUhin the Scope of Good Banking.

REV. JOHN L. IMHOF OF NORTH
DAKOTA WILL PREACH FIRST
SERMON TOMORROW.

The members of tue congregation
of the First Christian church are con
gratulating themselves that tomorrow, after many months, they once
more have a pastor. Rev. John L.
Imhof, recently pastor 'of the Chris- tion church of Ellendale, N. D., nas
accepted the call of the local con
gregation. He arrived here yesterday and will conduct his first services tomorrow morning and evening
in the Christian tabernacle.
Mr. Imhof Is a graduate of the
classical course or the
e
college of Angola, Ind., and has also
finished the A. B. course of Drane
university. Later he studied in the
University of Chicago. He has had
considerable experience as a pastor
an$ comes highly recommended by
some of the leadin? men of the

Intarest Paid on

THERE IS NO LIE ON THE LABEL
THERE IS NO LYE IN THE CAN

it

TrI-Stat-

"THE KIND THAT IS NOT

Highest In Quality
Delicious In Flavour
Insist on "Hunts"

you want the highest
quality in canned fruits

At

TOMORROW

at the

Y. M. C. A.

The building will be open from 9
o'clock In the morning until 6 o'clock
in the evening, all visitors in the
city cordially invited to use the reading rooms.

F1IS'

HUNTS QUALITY

brocn-erhoo-

His theme for the morning will be
"The Loneliness of Jesus." All rj-cordially invited to attend the ser
vices.

Time Deposits

if

J. H. STEARNS

What Constitutes a Sanitary Dairy?
ALL THESE TAKEN TOGETHER:

Separate Concrete Floored Buildings.
Cooling and Aerating Apparatus.
Steam Sterilizing Outfit.
Healthy Cows.
Healthy People.
Strict Rules of Cleanliness.

To all who wish to
take advantage of the

Special
Cash Sales
advertised by our competitors. We are ready
to take your orders
and will meet all prices.
Yours for Quality
and service.

Some four years ago we adopted the name

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
We did so because we believed that then as now we were
conforming to the above tnain principles of modern dairying designed to prevent the entrance of bacteria into the
milk-

-

That

right was proven in the government inspection of the next 'year (not made public at the time) in
which we scored the highest chiefly because our cooling and
bottling, room 'was at j:he required distance from dwelling or
"
stable. ,
.
we-wer- e

;

..

The very unsanitary ji very common condition of exposing milk to
the air of the dwelling house becomes more apparent when we consider
the power of milk to absorb the bucterias of disease and multiply them a
thousand fold in a few minutes. Almost every dwelling has disease bacteria of one kind or another in it gome time or another. Then the dust and
odors from the cooking and living and sleeping rooms passing through the
doors into the attached milk room makes the cleanest dwelling not even a
clean plpce for milk until it is. bottled and sealed.
-

jE

CORBETT SANITARY DAIRY
''
Levs Veg&s

South Pacific

--- ---

St.

Phone Main 512

SOU HER
"The Coffee Man"

EVERYBODY illiAUS TUE LAS VEGAS OPTIC

